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Student ID numbers found in garbage
By Dave Katzman
OE Associate Editor

o(shredding records that contain private irifonnation.
But he said his office does not
penalize_
employees who violate the shredding policy.
• Terence Buck. din:ctor of Student
Health Programs, said Health
Services makes sure confidential
information is disposed of properly.
"We go to great lengths to protect
the confidentiality of our patiei1l5, and
obviously a slip-up of some sort
occurred," he said
Buck said he was surprised to hear
about how easily Hendricks acquired
the records.
"It's believed that what was
thrown into the.trash \~l!S inadvertent." he said. '1n ortler to'ensure it
doesn't happen in the future, the
appointment slips will be collected at
the end of each weekday and
destroyed so there's no chance of this
problem recuning."
Buck said all Health Service
employees are !rained to protect confidential infonnation and are reqttired
to sign an oath of confidentiality.
Dina Kritikos, a sophomore in
education from Orland Parle. was one
of the students whose private infor-

II It's believed that what was thrown into

A former SIUC student picked
through a garbage dumpster behind
Health Servii.-es earlier this semester
to prove a point
Drew Hendricks. who is a
Carbondale resident. wanted to prove
how easily students' identification
numbers, which also are student~·
Social Security numbers in most
cases. can fall into unauthorized
hands.
He found an appointment list containing several names with their corresponding Social Security numbers.
adche;scs and telephone numbers.
"I basically wanted to prove to the
student trust~ and the director of
Admissions and Records that ID
numbers were being thmwn in the
trash unshredded and m list fci'Tll:·
Hendrid.s said.
Hendricks said Social Security
numbers can be used to apply for a
credit card with the student's name
or to check on existing credit card
numbers and credit report~. Also. the
numbers can be u.<.ed by others to set

campus

the trash was inadvertent."
Terence Buck
Director, Student Health Programs
up a whole new identity v.ith a student" s name and Social Security
number on a state identification card.
"Privacy Journal," a monthly
newsletter, recently reported that
Nancy Lee Jones. an English instructor at Modesto Junior College in
California. allegedly took the names
of three student~ \\ith their identification numbers-in this case, Social
Security numbers - from class rosters and opened credit cards in the
students· names. She allegedly did
the same with three faculty members
by taking their check stubs from their
mailbo,;es.
Jones was arrested in January after
allegedly acquiring $43,CXXJ in merchandise with the credit cards.
The junior college then changed it~

policy by deleting the first four digits
of the Social Security numbers on
class rosters and may change all identification numbers lo randomly generated digit~ the newsletter states.
Roland Keim, director of SIUC
Admissions and Records, said there
are rules campus offices must follow
in the disposal of student information.
He said offices cannot leave student
records in places where they can be
accessed by other parties.
"We have cautioned faculty members who post identification numbers
out~ide of class against the practice,"
t-..:: said. "We do not routinely caution
all offices on campus about improperly disposing their record.~."
Keim said the office of
Admissions and Records has a policy

mation was folllld by Hendricks. She
said she was surprised at the careless
manner in which her information was
disposed.
"I always tear up anything with my
credit card numbers <.•nit. and I'm
always careful with my Social
Security number," she said. 'They
should dispose of them the right way.
I never thought it would happen to
me. I don't even know what I cou!d
do."
Keim said students have the "!)lion
of changing their identification numbers to randomly generated figures.

see GARBAGE, page 1i

Gus Bode

Gus says: You can get

better things out of a
dumpster - like dinner.

Faculty Senate discusses ways to verify
financial aid recipients' class attendance-~::-~
By Lori D. Clark
DE A,,istant Polit in Editor

If students who receive financial
,,;d do not attend cla.~s regularly by
mid semester, they could loSI' their
loan or gran· Tuvo1ey. Univcrsi•y
officials s...
Jim Allen. an SIUC hist1,ry professor. said a raculty Senate committee is est;,Jlishing ways for the
Umversity h :ome into compliance with financial aid agencies
that require s11<derit attendance to
be monitored.
·
Federai and stale financial aid

agencies have required tha1 SIUC
and other universitic.~ monitor their
students' class attendance. The
Department of E.ducation clarified
this past spring that the University
must .omc into comp•:~'lce with.
the attendance monitoring rule. If a
student·~ :mendance 1s poor. and it
appeai lnc s,w~
has •... . :d
going , J classes he student's
financial aid will L : cul
If SIUC doe~ not rr et the
attenuancc policy. the University
could be audited by the financial
aid agencies. The linivcrsity could
then be required to pay fines and
additional charges for students

who stop attending school.
Allen said the Faculty Senate
met on Wednesday and discussed
new options for coming into compliancc with the ~gencies.
He said one option that seemed
the most \'iable is a verification
report that wo•;Jd be filed during
1,1c: • 11uu:11. The report would
req· ,re the I., 1iversi1y to check
whr '.her student, receiving a grade
of r Jr F arc doing so because of
poor attendance.
He said the last day a student
attends
would be reported to

_,ass

see ATTENDANCE, page 6

Housing looking into computer
rental service for dorm residents
By Signe K. Skinion
D,1ily ;:~ypti.in Reporter

SlUC sturlent~ living in on-campus dom1s ma) he able to rent compute rs during school years if
discussions bc·wcen Univer~ity
officials and ? •.omputer company
are successful. he SIUC Hou.~ing
director says.
F..d Jones, Univer... •J Housing
director. said he ha.~ been talking
with representatives of Apple
Computer, Inc., about setting up a
computer rental scnrice for on-campus rc.~idents some time in the near
future.

'This is more in the idea stal:!e to
,cc what needs to he done and ~vhat
can be done to bring this service to
campus ... he said.
··1t could be anywhere from two
to three yea1: ' '\'11 the road, but
this is a primary Jenda iter:i for
Housing nc•.t year:·
University Housing is i oking
1-. a computer ren1l service
, cause of sturlent intc:_ ,l. Jones

,-a,,.:_
"Vr'hen we (University Housing)
talked to students, they showed
extreme interest in t:ris type of program," he said.
Jones said planning of the details
for the computer service will con-

Sports

Men's tennis looks
to br'lst record
with , .ew recruits.

pag,c. 20

tinuc throughout ne,;t year until an
agreement is rcacheq.
Jim Fehrenbacher, manag,.r of
the Faner Hall computer lab, £ a ne
believe., the system could Ix- ,;ood
for some students, but he said the
service might not be necessary ;n a
few years.
"I think f01 students who don't
J,.3ve easy access to a computer or
can't affmd one right now, it would
be a good solution," b,- said. "BL~
they (SIUC officials} are trying to
enla.-ge and improve ~ computer
labs on campus. and I think in a few
years the (access) problem will lie

Campus

Footbag club
memb:!rs may

go ,,rofessional.
page.20

City Council's
alcoho1 Jecision
upsets clergy:
page:J

see COMPUTERS, page 6
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Somewhen.
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tha,':: 2reen: DaveSvryder,asenior

i11 p:!' •t and soil science from lfetlrany, points 01• tlzc Gerbera
Su.tj:o~ · -s to rr..my Shultz, a junior in journalism f. ~-11 Marion, at
the plant sale sponsored by tltc Plant ai1d Soil Science Club at the
.Agriculture Building: W¢,_nesf1.ay_ffternoo11 . .-
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DEA.hi'PE~~L~l>ART OF PRESIDENTIALUEBATE-

VORONEZH,.Rilssia:--The days_pass slowly in Cell No. 1&3. Alexei
Vclichko
bis three cellmates read dog-cared books, nap on bunks
and stare biankly al four green walls. Sometimes they talk but never about
death, which hangs as heavy as the foul cigarette haze here on Russia's
Death Row. The 29-year-old convict probably will be executed, as will
the other 18 lllcn who.wear the black and gray i;tri~ of Death Row in
this provincial capital, 300
south of Moscow, So will the 630 CJllvicts in similar cin:umstanccs across Russia and those being sentenced to
death at the rate of one every few days. In each case, a single bullet wiU
be fired inlO the bade: of the convict's head. Huge societal changes have
rocked Russia in \IS tortured transition to democracy, and now, on the eve
of June 16 presidential elections, the future of capital pllllishment is
emerging as yet another sign of that upheaval. On one side are Russian
leaders seeking acceptance in the capitals of Western Europe, where the
death penalty 1s banned. On the other is an electorate fed up with skyrocketing crime and demanding vengeance at lhe ultimate price.

and
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MAILBOXES &SHIPPING CENTER

WOMEN FILING SEXUAL HARASSMENT CHARGES . TOKYO-In the six months that Chieko Mitome had held a low-level
office job at a Japanese company, she had heard male employees make lots
of references to the sire of her breasts. Such behavior is an old story in
Japan; But Mitome's response was noL Rather than suffer quietly, she
complained to a company official. He assured her that her boss would be
reprimanded. These days. a new generation of women like.the 27-ycar-old
Mitome is fon:ing awareness of sexual harassment inlO the Japanese wOlkplacc. In a few short years, '"sckuhara," as sexual harassment is called
here, has become a favorite media !Opie, propelled to prominence by high•
profile cases in the United States and a few in Japan. But while more
Japanese women &em williug to plunge into this battle, they have fow of
the lepl or social weapons that American w001en do. Japan is a cou.1tt:,·
that prides itself on its scarcity of lawyers and its small legal awards IO vie-

Ship Downtown and ssaves
Packing Supplies• Boxes (45 sizes)
International Shipping • Air or Surface
We honor:

1•11•1 CIC IE 0
457-6371

Corner of Illinois Avenue & Walnut
(Across from the new City Hall)

Nation

16 Week Shape Up-For

SUMMER SPECIAL

Gr!Q9J(!!IS
* Lose Weight w/Nutrex
* Personal Trainers
* Babysitting/Tumbling
* 1 MC'. Free Tanning
* 8 Aerohic Classes Daily
w/certified instructors

THE CRAMMING
6EGIN51

EEi

Or Bhip ~ _
with the best
at the only
location in C dale:

•

MAILBOXESETC."

AAA ADVISES CONSUMERS TO SHOP FOR PRICES A ga; is a ga; is a ga; is a gas, and the motorist who thinks otherwise may re
JllYDI& higluJXires t1aim:cssary, aa:mJmg toaJtanobileillllllmlClllrC
the American Autcmobile Association. At a time when ru..<laners are JllYDI&
what feels like a premium price fa-regular ga,;oline, it pays to shop around foc
cheaper ga; -and in the ovawbelming majority of cases, it woo 't hurt your
di', t h e ~ say. But even cheaper ga; won'tsaveas IJI.JCh as will paying acmtioo to qicrn1iDg and maintaining your car to JXOOllCC maximum fuel
efficicocy, they said.lnHating tires 10 proper I ~ keeping the engim tuocd
and driving 55.mph iasll3lofhigber spccm are the real oost-aittets, they said.

aoo

ROSTENKOWSKI CONTEMPLATES PRISON TERM CHICAGO-Dan Rostenkowski, who for 14 yems ran the feared and
formidable House Ways and Means Committee, is going to federal prison
in about a week, and even though he said he finally accepts his fate, it all
seems more than a bit swreal. Fer .nost of his 36 years in the Capitol,
Democrat Rostcnkowski was at once quintessential Wi,shington and
lllliqµe 10 Washington. He was as blunt and uruipologetic after '.)leading
gui~ty ou April 9, dcclaring outside the federa 1 courthouse !hat he had
IJ,-,-.n "singled out, to be held up hy law enforo nent as an example.''

EXECUTIVES PRflTECTIVt: OF TO . PAY POSITIONS NEW YORK-The n...xim is part of every management coosultmt's aced.

as vital as I J.Shing your teeth: Executive compensation ~ be tied IO
stock price, and the m -~ shares management owns the bener. l :ow a new
study raises 1 distresmng question: Coi•lo there be too much or this good
thing? In a paper published in the \pril issue of the Academy of
Management • ..,umal, four researcbcJs who studied 358 firms in 1986 and
514 films in 1992 have reached tha1 tmsellling <melusion. If corporale insiders' total stake in their company remains below 75 perc.cnt, lhe snxly says,
they will take the sort of risks that are mshareholders' long-tcml interest. But •
when their holdings rise above that level, they_licgin to losebealt, like anew
Rolls-Royce owner afraid IO take his er lX'J" expensive car ODIO the highway.

-nom Daily (ffl>tian wire senices
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Churches protest

alcohol decision
.

~

... , ..

City Council's vote to serve spiri,t:s at
Civic Center events upsets lqcal cl~.rgy,~ ,
By Brian T. Sutton
[1aily Egyptian Reporter
A City Council move to allow
alcohol at some events in the new
Carbondale Civic Center has some
church and city leaders disagreeing
on what it will accomplish.
City officials listened to debates
at Tuesday's City Council meeting
concerning rules and regulations for
the new City Hall/Civic Center,
located at the comer of Walnut
Street and South Illinois Avenue.
The council adopted an ordinance
allowing liquor to be served at some
event~ in the Civic Center.
Bill Carter. pastor of the Walnm
Street Baptist Church. 218 W.
Walnut St.. said he is opposed to the
city allowing alcohol to be served
in the center because he is against
the consumption of alcohol. The
Walnut Baptist Church is the first
building behind the new City
Hall/Civic Center.
..I will. ~s a resident and a close
neighbor... ,onitor the activities to
make sure .the city maintains the
restrictions they have placed on
serving alcohol:· he said.
Carter said he would make sure
the city keeps to the restrictions in
the ordinance that only allow:, certain functions to scn·e alcohol.

Caner was riot at the ni~~iiilg •
Tuesday because he said he was'not;
notified about the ordinance·unlil
Monday afternoon. He said,this'
made ii difficult for him to attend · ·
the meeting.
- . • ;·
"T think the city did not wantit to
be known that they would pass
this:· he said ... We would have
<..-ome out in opposition ofit."
Jeff Scott, pastor of the
University Baptist Church. 700 S.
Oakland, told council members that
they would be making a mistake by
allowing alcoho! to be served near a
church.
"Yon would not allow this nexr
to a school," Scott said. "Why allow
this next to a church where· little
imprcs.~ionable children'·taJi watch
the beer trucks pulliij,: : · •
'"At lea~I tJrohibit beer sales·or
service on Sunday.~
·
·
Mayor Neil ·Diilaid•said there
would he supervision·ateai:h event
and people would be prevented
from misusing the service.
Dillard said the building would
be used for other purposes, other
than events where alcohol would be
sen·ed.
However, Councilman John
Yow. who voted against the

see ALCOHOL, page 7

Democratic chairman
to lecture on campaign
By Tammy Taylor
Daily Egyptian Reporter
The chairman of the Democratic
National Committee is very sensitive about the status of Democratic
Party and is on the cutting edge of
the 1996 presidential campaign. an
SIUC lecturer says.
Donald Fowler. chairman of the
comminee. is scheduled to lecture
tonight to give students the opportunity to find out what is really happen in g with the presidential
campaign, Barb Brown. a political
science lecturer. said.
Fowler's lecture. "The I 996
Presidential Campaign A~ I See 11:·
is part of the Monon-Kenney Public
Affairs Lecture Series. sponsored by
the political S(:ience department.
··Donald Fowler is very sensitive
about where the Dcmocrntic Party is
and where it is going," Brov.n said.
John Jackson. dean of the College
of Libernl Arts. said Fov.ler is a
political activist who has worked
extensively with the Democratic

11 Now, he is an

activist leading the
Democratic party."
John Jackson

Dean of the College of
Liberal Arts
Party. He said Fowler organized the
I 988 Democratic National
Convention, which featured Michael
Dukakis a~ the p~sidential candidate.
"He is a former political scientist
who now is active in the national
party circles." he said. "Now, he is
an activist leading the Democratic
Party."
Carol Hays, a doctoral student in
political science. said Fowler will
discuss the role the Democratic
Party will play in the 1996 election.

see DEMOCRAT, page 10

Clarence Thomas voices
conservative view at SEMO
By Shawnna Donovan
Daily Egyptian Reporter
CAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo. - To
several SIUC College Republicans.
Supreme Court Justice Clarence
'llmmas stands as a conservative
model on the high court.
Thomas, who is considered the
most conservative justice on the
Supreme Court bench, spoke to a
small crowd Tuesday night at

Southeast Missouri State University
about his role on the court and the
limited influence he has over the

other justices.

In- the crowd, several ·s1uc
College Republicans, along with

nine other Republican organizations
from four states, listened as the justice spoke at the Show Mc Center
on the SEMO campus.
Darrik Williams, a senior in political science from West Frankfort
and an SIUC College Republican.
said Thomas' speech was educational.
"It was interesting to hear firsthand about the judicial system from
a sitting justice," William said. "He
is very articulate."
.
Williams said Thomas is a conservative advocate because he supports states' rights.

''lt's nice to kriow that Thomas is

see THOMAS, page 7

PATIDCX T. GASIOI. -

Straight line:

The Daily Egyptian

Jeff Fields, a fres11111an ill architecture from Warrensburg. completes his last
working drawing for the semester for Design I Wednesday aftemoo11 in Quigley Hall.
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A call for hell}]O
preserve Fuller's
geodesic dome

e·

DOES ANYONE HAVE A SPARE $106,000? IF THE
answer is yes. there's a good cause for you. The home of the
late R. Bud,minster Fuller is up for sale, and a retired SIUC
professor is organizing a group to change the home into the
shrine for Fuller that it should be.
To some, Fuller established himself as one of the most forward-thinking individuals in American history during his
stint as a research professor at SIUC from 1959 to 1971.
Others have dismissed the Nobel Prize nominee as a "kook."
We believe the former is accurate, and that is why we think
it would be a travesty to neglect transfonning his home into
a tribute to his accomplishments.

THE HOUSE, LOCATED AT 407 S. FOREST, IS A
geodesic dome, one of Fuller's most famous invent10ns. The
;elf-supporting structure is designed to maximize inside
space in relation to surface area. As one of the first such
domes erected (the Epcot Center at Disney World came much
later), it serves as a physical legacy to Fuller's genius.
There is a lot that must be done before the home can be
turned into the landmark it should be. It presently is owned
by Mike Mitchell, a California resident who is asking
$106.000 for the dome. If it had no historical significance, the
home would not be worth anything near such an amount $106.000 can buy an awfully nice house in Carbondale and many have dismissed the seller as greedy. Mitchell, a
former friend of Fuller. says the high price is justified because
11e has spent about $80,000 on the dome since he bought it
from Fuller in 1972. He also says he wants to use the money
from the sale of the dome to spread Fuller's principles of
making "Spaceship Eahh" (a phrase coined by Fuller) a Better place for humanity. We cannot tell what Mitchell's
motives are. and thus we believe it is inappropriate to pass
judgment on him.

Letters to the Editor

Students need info
to get involved
Being a transfer student from Lhe University of
Illinois, I Cllll compare and conuast the pros '.Uld cons of
both universities.
The University of Illinois provides !he slllclcnts with
a special day. Quad Day, to expose the students to !he
various clubs and services the tmivcrsity offers. This
event benefits both the students and !he clubs and services.
Students and club members
able to lalk onc-onone to perspective club members. Fust band infOIIIlation is given to the students through pamphlets and
· conversation. In !um, services arc able to gel their information out lhcrc and clubs arc able IO anticipate the size
of their membership.
Upon coming here, I was amazed to sec that Southern
Illinois University did not hold such and cvcnL I fed
more students would be involved if they actually knew
what was out there. I know I have had trouble figuring
oul what clubs and services arc offered here. I don't
know the tola.l costs of such and even(. however I feel
the idea should be looked into for the sake of all.

are

WE CAN, HOWEVER, MAKE A CALL FOR
alumni, students and those enthused by Fuller's ideas to seize
the opportunity to join retired professor William Perk in
forming a non-profit organization that will try to turn the
dome into a historical landmark.
To do so, there are maintenance commitments that must be
made. and would take time and money. That is why an organization of enthusiastic Fuller fans could make this idea
become a reality.
A cheaper alternative may become feasible if Perk is successful in forming the group. Mitchell said he would be willing to donate the dome to a non-profit group if the value of
the house increa,;ed as a result of it becoming an official historical landmark. With a higher value, Mitchell could receive
his selling price in the form of a tax write-off.

Carrie Campion
Sophomore, biology

Helping a child
helps the future
In class we were discussing some of the tragedies
children face in today's society. After hearing some disturbing statistics about abuse and neglect. a classmate
said, "fm angry. Who do we blame for all of thisT' I
responded about the uscl=ness of blame. It was met
wilh rollcd eyes and stitched brows. But it's lrue. Blame
is pointless. We should focus our lime and attention on
meeting the challenges the children today are facing.
Only I.his will bring thc rcsuliS that children dcspctately need. Blaming won'L
. Last week was the Weck of the Young Child,
(WOYC). Various activities and inlCrVCntioo programs
were organiz.c:d to create awareness. It is my hope that
the day will come when such functions arc ancillary
events in comparison to thr. day-UHlay advocacy of
children. Being an advocate to a child can be anything
from reading to a child, to reporting suspccred abuse or
neglect. or giving an outgrown carseat to a neighbor
who is expecting a baby. Don't~ time blaming the
government, 1be school system, or the media Let's get
involved It is not only an investment in their future, it's
an invesllllcnt in yours.

ANYONE WHO IS INTERESTED IN HELPING
form the group should call Perk at 549-3602. He has indicated that the group would need a leader because he is
involved in several other projects and will not have the time
to commit to the leading the project
If you have never heard of Fuller. check out some literature
or Web-sites about him. Your reaction may be. "Wow! This
guy was at SIU!?"
1
This also is a good opportunity for the University administration to improve their preservation of Fuller's legacy. A
financial donation to the group, if it materializes, would be a
good investment to help the University image. Saying,
"Bucky Fuller worked here!" sounds a lot better than, ''We're
anything but a party school..."
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Op_/Ed

Dictatorship impoverishes people
On Jan. I . 1994 in the mountains
of the southeastern state of Chiapas
Mexico. the Zapatista Army cf
National Liberation (EZLN)
declared " ar against the Mexican
Go\'crnment based on their
Constitution. They applied Article
39 of the constitution which says:
··National Sovereignty essentially
and originally resides in the people.
All political power emanates from
the people and ig purpose is to help
the people. The people ha\'e, at all
times. the inalienable right to alter or
modify their form of government."
Therefore. according to their constitution. they declared the following
to the Mexican federal army, the pillar of the Mexican dictatorship !hat
they suffer from. monopoliz.cd by a
one-party system and led by Carlos
Salinas de Gortari. the maximum
and illegitimate fedcr:1I executive
tha! holds power today.
According to the Declaration of
War. they asked that olhcr powers of
the nation advocate to restore the
legitimacy and the stability of the
nation by overthrowing !he dictator.
Thev also asked that international
organizations like the International
Red Cros.s to watch over and regulate. their banles, so their efforts arc
carried out while still protecting their
civilian population.
They declared that they arc subject to the Geneva Accord. forming
the EZLN as their fighting arm of
their liberation struggle.
They have the Mexican people on
their side. they have the beloved tricolored flag highly respected by
their insurgent fighters. They use
black and red in their uniform as
their sv~ool of our working people
on sir.
Their flal! carries the following
.ers, "EZLN:· Zapatista
Armv of National Liberation. and
they -al ways carry their flag into
combat.
Beforehand.. they refusex:I any effort
to disgrnce their just cmt'iC by accusing
them of being drug traffickers. drug
guerrilla~. thieves. or other names
that might by usex:I by their enemies.
Their struggle follows the constitulion. which is held high by jg call
for ju~ticc and equality.
Many thing~ have occurred since
a peace ac.cord was formed on Jan.
12. 1994. Salinas is no longer in
power. but has been replaced by current Mexican President Zedillo.
Peace talk., between the EZLN and
1he Mexican government have
occurred regularly. The will of the
Zapatista's is to solvP. these injustices

StevenC.

1\87

Christianson-.!

Perspectives
through democratic ways of action
with diguity. There are reasons for
the complex negotiations that have
occurred over the past two years and
why annex:! struggle continues 1oday.
The current situation that most
people may no1 be aware of is thal a
low intensity war exists. According
10 Cecilia Rodriguez., !he EZLN
spokesperson for the United Stales.
the Mexican government has been
devastating many indigenous villages and permanently militarizing
the area
The Mexican govcmmenl imprisoned. persecuted and identified
many innocent civilians who happened to agree with the ZapatislaS or
who simply happ,!ned 10 be in the
wrong place at the wrong time.
As of Feb. 9. the one-year anniversary of the Mexican military offensive against the Zapa1is1as. 18
Mexican civilians haven'! been substantially charged with crimes that
will hold up in a court of law. The
civilians remain to this day in a prison
in Mexico Ci1y. even though
Mexican law states that a year is the
maximum time a civilian may be held
without formal charges.
On Oct. 20. 1995. during the fin;t
official meeting with the Mexican
military hig_h command. U.S.
Secretary of Defense William Peny
declared that the security of the U.S.
and the security of the Mexican govemmenl is now officially viewex:I a,
inseparable by !he Pentagon and
Ointon administration.
There is ovctwhelming evidence
that there is U.S. military involvement in Mexico under the disguise of
the drug war. lhcre is high-tech U.S.
milita!)' cquipmenl in Chiapas. such
a, advanced Blackhawk helicopters
and 6.304 armored patrol vehicles
that have been acquired by Mexico
from 1990 to 1995. There has been
a increased number of U.S. military
advisers visiting Chiapas.
Another aspect 10 this low-intensity war are the human injustices
placed upon women. Cecilia
Rodriguez was subjectex:I to rape on
Oct. 26. 1995. Cecilia feels this is a

link in a chain of sexual attacks
which continue and constitute part
of this low intensity war.
On Dec. 18. 1995 a ToJolbal
woman was raped by eight judicial
police. and an anempted as.sault look
place against a nun in January. The
attorneys Cecilia spoke 10 told her
Ihm a government doctor had to provide the examination and that other
examinations do nol have validity.
On Jan. 6. Cecilia filed a official
police report in San Cristobal de Las
Casas. She has stated that she did
this not because she expects justice
from a corrupt government of
Mexico. but to nullify the argument
from a anonymous spokesperson at
the State Department. lbe anonymous source told a reporter (on the
condition that he/she remained
anonymous) they had offered to
e.scon her to tile a police report in
Comitan. For the record. Cecilia
stated tha1 is a lie and she didn't
havl' any offers from the State
Dcpartmcn!.
Human rights organizations arc
requesting U.S. representatives and
senators to hold congressional investigation~ regarding U.S. involvement
within Mexico.
There has been a call for a moratorium on military aid a.'ld military
equipment sales 10 Mexico's government more than $46 million in
U.S. sales alone during 1995. not
counting major loans or grants). The
U.S. shouldn't be involved with
Mexico until it's able to prosecute
and denounce the human righL~ violations.
Subcomandan1e Insurgence
Marcos wrote in August 1992: 'The
storm is here. From the clash of
these two winds the storm will be
oom. iLs time has arrived. Not !he
wind from above rules. but the wind
from below is coming. The prophecy is here. When the storm calms.
when rain and fire again leave !he
counll)' in peace. the world will no
longer be the world bu1 somelhing
better.··

Meetings
INTERVARSITY

CHRISTIAN

Fellowship. 7 p.m .. Student Center
Riv<--r Rooms. i:'ontact: Jennifer. 5367686.

GAMMA BETA PHI, 7 p.m .. S111den1
Cemer Video Lounge. Contact Ryan.
549-7303.

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT
of Managcmenl. 5 p.m .. Rehn Hall
Room 108. Concact: Vern. 893-2504.

BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL.
Communications Commiuee. 5 p.m ..
BAC office. Contact: Talita, 4532534.
SIUC RIDING CLUB, 7 p.m ..
Studenl Center Thebes Room.
Contact: David. 351-1964.
SIUC GEOLOGY CLUB. 5 p.m.,
Parkinson Lab Room IOI. Contact:

Ted. 351-4145.

Events

PROFICIENCY

TEST

FOR

Linguistics IOI. 5-7 p.m .. Morris
Library Auditorium. pre-registration
is not required. exam may only be
taken once. student I.D. required.
Contact: Dept. of Linguistics. 536-

3385.

"CHANGE YOUR MIND/Change
Your Life," self-esteem workshop, 56 p.m .. Trueblood Hall Room 106.
sponsored by SHP-Wellness Center.
Contact: Annene. 536-4441.

Saturday, May 4 3 :00 to?
Raindate May 5 3:00

Celebrate Cinqo de Mayo &. join the fun

~ Beer Garden
Give your favorite Margarita Recipe.
a chance to win big prizes.

MN,
f

Rules:• Limited to 20 entries. Must be 21 lo enter.
• Each contestant responsible for shakers, blenders,
coolers & extension cords.
• All liquor, ice & saving cups will be supplied.
• Judging by customer ticket vote. Bring your fiiends.

:
I
I
I
I
Entertainment
"SPOillGHT PERFORMANCES,"
from GEC 200 classes, 8 p.m ..
KJeinau Theater Communications
Building. sponsored by Department of
Speech Communication. Contact:
Turner. 453-5618.

I
I
I

$3 ~ 49 ONLY $6,00:
. ONLY

. :

·1 bl M d
Ava1 a e on ay

thru
Friday 11:30 • 1:30
Available at Carbondale

Pizza Hue Only

...-...

ffl1

1*Not Valid Friday E"'°'li From l.S*I
I *Add'
*U Pick
. the
IT Crust. · I
I
1t10na 1oppmg I
I .50 Per Topping Per Pizza I
.
I Ava1l3;hle at Carbondale I
I
PIZZll Hut Only
I
I ''Pick it up, save a buck" I

i~'f

~:Jit

I F45 4f 4!!I
:'
I Lmut Eight Per Coupon
L-~~~~~--L-~~=~~~J
O~e~ E~ires 05/16/96

Smart

''NIXON," 7:30 p.m.. Student Center
Auditorium, SI. sponsored by SPC
Films.
"SIDE BY SIDE," by Majorie
Lawrence Opera Theater, 8 p.m.,
Student Center ballroom D, tickets $6
public $4 students. Contact: Student
Center Central Ticket Office. 4533478.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS Available,
information session, 12:30-2:30 p.m.,
Student Center Iroquois Room and
5:30 p.m., Communications Room
IO I 8, sponsored by American
Markeli1<g Association. Contact:
Tony. 549-3370.
INFORMATION TABLE, NonTraditional Student Services, 11 am.I p.m.. Student Center Hall of Fame.
Conta_ct: rT.lll, 536-2338.

1stplice • $100 In wh
2nd place • $50,00 In wh
3rd Race • dinner for 2it Tres Hombres

r-------T-------,
I L U n Ch BU ff et I Any 2 Small Cheese Pizzas I

LIBRARY SEMINAR SERIES.
lnlroduction to the construction of
Web pages. 2-4 p.rn. Morris Librar)'
Room 103 D. Contact:
Undergr.iduate Desk. 453-2818.

3rd Annual
Margarita·.\!
Contest

Sre-.·en C. Christianson is an SJUC
a/wnnus and a Carbondale residenr.

Calendar
• TODAY

PRISENTTHE

ef

·· $1.00 Bacardi Light & Dark $1..25 Speed~ilt -~;;
$t50 Bud Ught Bottlest
50~i~~~-:Dry Dr¢fs
:,

'
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AbovP Spor/5 Center Bowl b<:liind..Unwer>1ty Mall 529-4 l 55
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f'i NEWS
Computers
continued from page 1
solved."
Steve Kirk. assistant director of
Residence Life, said University
Housing also is cono::med with making better educational resources
available for students.
"Only aquartcrofthcrocms in the
residence halls currently have (privrucly owned) computers," be said.
"Because of how mucb students u:;::
computers for academic purposes.
it" s clearly somclhing that can make
a better educUional environment fa
the students."

Attendance
amtinued from J)Qge 1
SIUC Ad.mi$ions and Records, and
lhe student would be contacted or
would be automatically withdrawn
from the class. Also, the sllldcnt's
financial aid c:oold be l3kcl1 away and
returned to the fllllding agency, Allen
said. Previous options the commincc
di=o;cd included a punch-in system. like those used in the workplaces. to monitor attendance. Al'iO
discussed were faculty members
passing around a clas.~ list for students to initial and farulty members
listing all studenl~ who fail classes_
"The one the faculty probably
will dislike lhe lca~t is the verification repon at midterm.'' Allen said_
Kyle Perkins, associate vice
chancellor for Academic Affairs
research and member of the commiucc. said he thought the vcrifica-

neth Scally, coordinator of
Marketing and Publtc Infonnation
for Univcisity Housing, said Hou.,;ing
officials are cona:mcd with the academic standanJs of !heir residents.

1bis savicecanhelpourstoocnts
succeed academically in school,
which has always been a primary
~~ of University Housing," she
Jones said he will be wodcing wilh
the computer company, the
Undcrgrndua!C Stooent Govcmmcnt
and the Residence Hall Association
to get stooent inpl:t u., the maucr.
Kilk said SIUC is !Cilll wcddng on
wiring lhc rcsido::r.e halls

...~~,,,
FRI • SAT• SUN

$5.'"per Carload
Bring your Friends & Neighbors
LSgt. Bilko <roi
St=Martin

for oom-

putcr system~ He said !his project
should be romplclcd next year.

lion report would be the most feasible of the options.
1. think the verification list will
give us the kind of information federal and state agencies require for
validation," Pew.ins said. "This is
bccallSc lhc slate and fcdcral agencies require the lasl day of class
attended be recorded for those students who stop attending class."
Allen said the commiucc plans
to have a proposal for the Faculty
Senate to consider in July so that a
policy could be implemented for
next fall. Allen said even U1011gh the
committee has discussed new
options, it still need~ to discuss the
options with studenL~ and other
University employees_

~Oellla,_
Mon-Thur

(S::5.8)

?rllSO

(5::10)

7,4is

The Bub • t1tuto
Moo-Tllur

Hours:
12-12 Sun.
11-12 M·Th
11-2 F-Sat

Pinch Penny
Pub
Tonight

An abundance of choice
beef with Greek
seasoning, ripe tomatoes,
fresh onions, rich sour

F11r II Iba
,,.

L ~(~

1,::

naar

We deliver until 11 pm

457-0303/0304

516 S. Illinois

Carbondale

McLeod Theater
presents
Shakespeare's

of <Vt:nice
David
Schwimmer

Pallbearer

STARTS
19 FRIDAY!
SHARON STONE
Sometimes
justice
isa

crime.

lA ~I ~A-N [ (
lBI. STARTS FRIDAY~

STUDENT TICKETS JUST $4!!!

ea...a,,,,,.,
t)e /fl,,.
.
Kansas City
Str11t Banet
r-1QN $150

Dos Eq~s Lager
Dos Eqws Amber rAP pint
Salza Margaritas $1. 75 .
-,<.r,:-~§,-,.,~~v~g~aY,Si
F,_·icJay.

QTorona

Night

Saiurdqy
{__---:.__ 1L

1~\ \ )

-Night

Prizes.".gil'emrnl'S. t-shirts & more erc,T night!
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Thomas
ro11ti11ucd from page 3
on the bench," Williams said.
In his speech. TI10mas said he has
kept his word 10 fonncr P,csident
George Bush, who appointed
Thomas to the bench.
"I have lived up to the two things
I told President Bush," he said. "I
have kept my fla1h and lived up to
the expectations of surviving the
rnnformation process (of the
Senate)."
During hi.~ U.S. Senate conformation ilcarincs tu be allowed on the
hcnd1. 1l101nas "'as accused of sexually hara,sing former colleague
Anita Hill. The Senate voted to
appoim llmmas to the bench despite
U1e accusation
Matt Townsend. an undecided
sophomore from Downers Grove

Alcohol
ro11timicdfrom page 3
regulation, said he thooght allo~n~
alcohol in lht' center will lead to
trouble.
" I do not believe that this. bringir.g boo1.e in our public building,
will be that lucrative for the dty."

and an sruc College Republican,
briefly spol-e to Thomas about what
it is like to be a Supreme Coun jus-lice. -'
"I was imprc.•;scd with him and
the fact that race and gender '.SSlles
do not influence him on cases,"
Townsend said. "He seems to be a
very genuine person who car~
about his position and bis role ajustice."
. . .
TIIO~ who is the only~can~.
American justice.who now sits on

as

theSuprcmeCoun.saidbccloesnot
know the extent of his influence on
the bench. and he said race and gendcr do not have any influence on the
justices· decisions. He explained
that as a justice, he has to be objcclive when hearing ca.-.cs involving
race i,;sucs.
"Justice.,; have to be independent
from outside is.,;ucs," he said. "There
is nu room for those is.sues to infiucncc me or any 0U1cr justice."
Andy Voltert, president of the

Dillard said allowing alcohol widens
the opportunities for more groups ID
rent the center for event,;.
Paul Sorge'!, Carbondale Finance
director, said he did not have estimated revenue from alcohol sales
but did estimate revenue from the
renting of the center at SI 0,800 per
year. There also is a $100 liquor
charge to catering scrvires tha1 serve
alcohol at an event, in addition to

Thursday, May 2, 1996

SIUC College Republicans, said
. Thomas' speech was agoodoppor·. tunity for sludcnts to speak with the
justice and to meet other consavalives.
Voltcrt.said Thomas' advice will
betaken.
· ~He talked about studying bard. :.
_andd_o!Jig your best," Voltert'SIUd.;i:
"He encouraged students to ~t. ·.
makcanymistakcs.m
...
·
advised students to coocentrate on the positive aspects-of
. ·ru:eand to become disciplined."·.
· "Only you can take conliol,"
Thomas said. "'Go 10 school to learn.
and don't go to.entcJtain yourself."
·.Thomas was appointed to the
bench in 1991. He rcplaa:d retired
Justice Thurgood Marshall, who
was the first African American on
the Supreme Court.
The speech was sponsored by inc
Young America's Foundation,
conservative organization hi

1bcmas

a

Vuginia.

other renting fees.
Dillard said city officials would
approve all applications for the center for catering and alcohol scrvkc.
Events for which serving alcohol
would be approved arc the following activities: wedding receptions,
anniversaries and birthday parties,
reunions, banquets. political fund
raisers, private trade shows. exhibitions and business board meetings.

•
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Fred's to house sourids <>f 'Animal Farm'
By Jason E. Coyne
Arts/Entertainment Editor

It may be that the party is dead in
Carbondale. Few live acts can play
at in-town parties without getting
busted. so one former SIUC student
has taken his party elsewhere.
Chris Ducker, a December graduate in psychology. decided to
avoid legal trouble in Carbondale
and rented out Fred's Dance Barn
in Carterville this coming Friday to
stage what he calls "Animal Farm."
The idea came after Ducker realized the bars just did 1101 have the
kick in them like in the pa.~t.
"I wanted to create an event that
would he like a real ruck concert.''
he said. "You can ·1 really do that at
house partie.~ in Carbondale or the
cops will come down on you. Plus.
I was fed up going to bars and
watching people cross their arms
and tapping their fingers to good
music:·
Ducker. who is financing the
operation. said it is costing him in
excess of $1.000 to get the whole
thing together, but if it falls
through. it will still be a "dream

concert" to him.
The event will feature
The
Bottletones,
Nemesis 8, Dirty
Water Dogs,
Kernal
Mustard and
Nitro. Jr.,
plus two
surprise
bands.
Chris
Cochran.
guitarist
a n d
singer for
the Dirty
Water Dogs,
said he got
involved in the
event after Ducker
saw the band play at
Carbondale's infamous "Lost
Cross," a house regularly displaying punk-rock band~.
"We gave him some demos and
promo stuff, and he gave us a call
about a month ago 10 be a part of
it." Cochran said.
The trio, out of Chic:igoland, was
formed three years ago after

York. They never change the goddamn water in their goddamn
- carts, so needless to say,
I'll never eat one of
those again."
·
T h e
-band's sound
falls some··w·h re
· between
Nitro, Jr.
and
the
Bottletones.
which lays
in the valley
between punk
and psychobilly, Cochran said.
"We played a
show last week. and
some guy said we sounded like the Stroy Cats meet
Minor Threat," he said. "We're
psychobilly - revved up rockabilly with a lot of punk influences."
Another band scheduled to strut
its stuff at "Anim.1I Farm" is
Nemesis 8.
Lead singer Jeff Hell said the
band wants to be respected for what

·e

Nemesis 8

Photo courtesy of artist
Cochran literally "got sick" of New
York City.
'1'hat's how we got our name,"
he said. "I got botulism from one
of the hot dog vendors in New

it docs. Influenced by Smashing
Pumpkins, Alice in t:hains and
Tom Peuy. the Campbell Hill
trio wants to concentrate on writing good music.
'"It's like building a good race
car," Hell said. "You work on it
in the shop, and then you put it
out on the track. We've been
building our music. and now it's
time to put it out to track."
Hell said the band puts out
tons of energy. which the crowd
mashes to as it feeds the energy
back to the band.
"It's a give-and-take thing."
Hell said. "We play our ass off
for as long as we can and give
everything we got."

"Animal Farm" at Fred's
Dance Barn is located 011 R11ral
Ro11te 1 in Cambria. Must bel8
to enter and over 21 to dr;i.nk.
Bring yo11r own beer - no kegs
allowed. Cost is $5 with a flier,
$6 in ad~·ance and $8 at the
door. Tickets are ai•ai/able at
Discount Den, Plaza Records,
Old Town Uquors and Puff 'N'
Stuff.

CD Review
~LOCAL
The Franklin County Sheriffs
Department has organized a
fund-r.using concen May 18 ai.
the Benion Civic Center featuring the world-renowned Beatles
tribute band. Yesterday. All
funds frnm the concen will go
directly 10 the county's Drug
Abuse Resistance Education
rD.A.R.E.1 program, which
recently haJ it'i federal funding
cut. The band which will play
early hits during the first set
wearing "Ed Sullivan"-era artire
and will retum for the second set
wearing St,>t. P~-style wear.
playing the Beatles later hits.
During intermission. an autographed Paul McOutney '89-'90
world tour pmgr:un from Japan
and I-shirt will be auctioned off
to tlie highest bidder. For more
information or ticket, call 1-61843 R-601 I Monday through
Friday during regular busine"
hours. The cost i.~ SIO.

~NATIONAL
The Surfrider Foundation. a
non-profit grassroots environmental organii.ation dedicalcd 10
protection of the world's oceans

and beaches, has gonen a boost
fmm act~ like Pearl Jam. Porno

for

Pyros. Pennywlsc.
E\-erclear and the Bea'itie Boys.
who will put tracks onto a bene-

fit album supporting the foundation.
D-.ivid GefTen's DreamWork.<i
R~-..·onis ha.<i bought the rights lo
the original cast recording of the
1996 Pulitzer prize-winning
musical "Rent." Geffcn has
relea.,;ed numcrou.s original ca.st
mu.sicals induding "Cat," "Miss
Saigon" and Le~ Miserables."
The disc wa.~ scheduled to be
recorded yesterday for release
this summer.

~ CD RELEASES
Inl\lay:
Elvi.~ Costello
Spin Doctors
Cher
Soundgardcn
A l ribe Called Quest

DefLeppanJ
Biohazard
Digital Underground

Lisa Germano
The Cranberries

Barkmarket

Traveling to a local music
store to buy a collection of
songs about a Saturday morning cartoon character would
probably earn you a series of
funny looks. not to mention
people openly laughing in
your face about your lousy
taste in music.
In this ca,;c, however. those.
snide remark.~ may not be warranted because. believe it or
not. the Mega Man soundtrack
is preny gosh-dam good.
Mega Man is a collection of
songs ba.,;ed on the cartoon of
the same name. It is one of the
more popular cartoons on television right now, and is drawn
in the Japanimation style (a
style that focuses on technology
with an emphasis on detail)
which has been gaining a following among people in the
U.S. The drawings give the cartoon a very culling-edge look,
and a.~ a part of that, this collection
of songs gives it a very cutting-edge
sound.
This type of style is something
c.ompletely new lo a Saturday
morning cartoon. Japanimation is
famous for pulling complex emotions and plots in an animated format. and I guess this type of
musical background and score is
ti-..: next logical step.
Some of the songs are based on
certain emotions and situations

songs for this collection giving
the listener a wide range of
musical styles, from rap 10
reggae, to choose from.
I must admit, I wa.~ skeptical about this CD before
I began to listen to it. simply because I thought it
would be ~omething sickeningly sweet along the
lines of certain Disney
soundtra.::ks. But I was
genuinely surprised about
what I heard. This CD
does to Disney what
Rodman does to authori,y
- doing what it wants to
do and not caring about
anything else.
The songs grow on you
simply because there is a
sound- broad range to choose from
and the lyrics are pretty
track"
complex when you take into
(Atlantic)
account they are singing
about a cartoon character.
Mega Man would experience. conThis
is one of those recordings a
sidering he is a robot, like "So Far,
So Good ...So What" by CIV, and person could listen to while studyor
throw
in the changer during a
ing
"Got Myself Together" by The
party, because it does keep you
Bucketheads.
moving
from
one musical style tQ
Other songs compliment the
techno-rich feel the sLTies offers another without slowing down or
with a h ;gh-tech sound that is prob- losing your attention.
. Because of that. and bt-..:ause it
ably the \,pringboard for new musicals styles we will see emerge in has dared to be a little different and
swim
against the strerun, it gets an
the next century.
Other groups, like Skid Row, A.
Junior M.A.F.I.A., Mr. Big and
Inne1 Circle also have recorded (Jim Lyon)

Various~ "Mesa'Man

A

Production forces viewers to deal with tb~ serious
'Merchant of Venice' takes attitudes people have towards ethnicity and prov~ they are timeless
look at Il!lly in the 1930s when the
country was aligned with Gennany.
While the original setting of the
play is far removed from the 17th
SI uc· s
production
of century in which it was written, the
Shakespeare's, '1'he Merchant of message is still the same.
It is 1he story of Antonio, a merVenice," forces the audience to deal
with the more serious statements chant in Venice, who offers one
behind Shakespeare's comedy, and pound of his flesh as collateral to a
docs so in such a way that the audi- Jew for a loan. The money he bor•
ence will went to feel the emotion- rows is for a friend who needs it to
al struggle of the characters and help marry the woman he loves.
become involved.
Antonio's business ventures fail,
The play. which openesJ Friday, and he is unable to pay his debts.
takes ,.he dark reality of the preju- Shyloclc, the Jew, demands his paydice people have towards ethnicity ment of flesh and takes Antonio to
and proves it is not bound to any court to get iL
time period.
Director Alex ~topoulos; an
-~~ ~~:~~ '.s_a_co_m_pe_ll_in_g__s_mc theater instructor, has put_

By Travis Akin

Daily Egyptian Reporter
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Brian likes the way she talks.and
. Bergerac.'.', the ~ confident tone in her-voice.. ~i>story of a ~ . he:dccides to call herba.i:k.':'"d.~lr
so unattractive for a date.
tic knows he
Because he has never _seen her,
cannot have the Brian asks her whafshc looks like.
woman he loves, . Abby is a bit self-conscious about
so he fixes her up he~lf. She is ·short and has dark
with his best friend. hair and the movie portrays her as
But "Cats and unattractive.
D~gs," p~ts a new
_But she says s~c is s• ~O", thin.
spm on this old talc with blonde hair and hard lo
by casting a female miss," when this is actually the
in the lead role. description of her airhead neighbor
The story follows Noelle, played by Uma Thunnan
Uma Thurman Abby, played (Pulp Fiction).
by Agnieszk.1 by
Janeanc
When Noelle finds out about the
p·
k
G a r o f a I o little white lie, she agrees to help
,eczon a
{ " R c a I i t y and pretend she is Abby. The catch
Bites.M "Larry is Brian is in love with Abby,
S a n d e r s Abby is in love with Brian, but
Show"). Abby is a veterinarian Brian i:1 dating Noelle, who he

acteristics of soincone,iacking
physi!=31 iittractivcncss'. ~ ...
' :~..
Thc:,fil!'1 can be forgiven for this
because ti does not tty to be per•
feet. But it tries, anJ succeeds at
being a funny movie that will keep
viewers entertained with its lightbeaned comedy and attractive cast.
• Though lightheancd, the film
still'inanages to examine human
self-percepti~n, ~elf-confidence
and sclf•consc1ousness.
With Abby, we sec a professional, succcs..~ful person who goes
unnoticed by many. This is why
her self-esteem and co~fide~c~ is
low. We sec effects ofthts thinking
when :.he cannot bring herself to
tell Brian the truth.
Audiences will know Abby pcrsonally through a friend, loved-one
or maybe even themselves.

Venice

The production has no heroes.
There is no knight in shining
armor. Everyone is dishonest to
some degree, anJ it is intended to
be that way. There is no reason
why Shylock is inferior to everyone else, but he is treated that way.
All of the characters, just as all
members of the human race, have
undesirable traits, but it is only
Shylock who suffers for his flaws.

continued from page 8
course of the show.
Hiller created a character that
evoked sympathy as well as animosity. His whole life, he had
been mistreat~. The prejudice he

Colonel Mustard, F.iOttletones

Nativei~~b"J ?-

had to deal with everyday was
becoming a burden he no longer
wanted. People laughed at him,
spit on him and called him names.
Because he was so abused, he
believed he was justified in his
actions against Antonio. Hiller
was able to convince the audience
of the purity of his intentions, but
the evil nature of his revenge left a
sour taste.

··•.~?\~

Cousin Andy's Coffeehouse

-:--A!1ne Feeney w/ Barb

E~dhn
· Pinch Penny Pub - SIUC
Jazz Ensern_bles
PK's--;--: Allht Blues Band
~ltf/Hk iday IM ig t aw
.
.
S~ ~o. - Tribute (hve

c

Sid~ (Ma=

~~ Cent

Ball

Bool>yis Beer Carden Enough Rope
~ 9- The Schwag
Melange- Blue Heron
Kleinau Theater - GEC200/Performance Studies
· · Sampler (live theater/performance art)
Mcleod Theater - Merchant
of Venice (live theater)
Old Ba tist Foundation
Recital~ll - Opera scenes
P~s Sports bar - Bald
Mouse Reunion

Pinch Penny Pub Perfunctory This Band
PK's -Alright Blues Band
Stage Co. - Tribute (live theater)

D

_ Side by
Lawre c Opera Theater)
Md~ n.eafer in SIUC

Cornmunk.ltions _

Merchant of Venice (live theater)

·old Baptist Foundation
; Recital Hall - Kathy Sees
• (graduate piano recital)

SUNDAY
Mcleod Theater in SIUC

Communications Building Merchant of Venice (matinee)
Pinch Penny Pub-Mercy
Stage Co. - Tribute (live theater) (matinee)

''Rent' serves as memorial
Los Angeles Times

NEW YORK-When "Rent." a
rock musical version of Puccini's
"I.a Boheme" opened off-Broadway
last February, Jonathan Lan;on garnered the kind of rave reviews !hat

young. Slrllggling composer-lyricists

pray and tJream for.
Larson wasn't there to read the
reviews-he died of an aortic
aneurysm on the night of the final
dress rehearsal at the age of 3S.
"Rent" is a memorial service as a
work of art, clearly and authentically created in love.

Individualized Leaming Program
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Beat the Heat this SummerBe Cool and earn SIUC Credit
Take an SIUC Course
Anytime, Anywhere through the
lndividuali.z.ed Learning Program
lndilidualiztd l..aruina Prosram murses any SIUC residential cndit applicable toward a degree.
1LP counu have no mrollmen, limia, and studenl.s mn ngister throughout the se:nester. Studenu u.re
a study guide_~Y!loped by an SIUC instnu:tor as lhe coune frameworlc and study ct a time and place of
their choosing. To register In an ILP count, on-ca,np,u #Udena Mtd to brlnt a nglslratlon form
1lgned bJ their advisor to our oJfkt at Wa1h1nflon SqUllrt "C." O.1/-eampus lludents 1hould con1aa
1M lLP q/Jlce ~ - We mwt rtulve /Xl11'11tS of$65 per uedJJ hour when ]Oil rtglsltr (Mastercard,
~'isa, Discover and American Exp1YS$ now acapttd)or proof ofjinan,cial aid. Call die lndivid11aliud
Leaming Program ojJice al 516-7751 for farther informalion.

SUIIUDU' 1!196 Courses

Music Undcrsta!!(ling MUS 103-3
Survey of 20th Centur)'. Art AD 347-3
Medical Tcrminol()g)' ABC 105-2
Intro. to Criminal Behav. AJ 290-3
Intro. to.Criminal Law AJ 310..3
Criminal Procedure AJ 408-3"
Intro. to Comp. in Ame. AGEM318-3
Ag. &I. P ~ AGEMJUA-3
Consumer Problems CEFM 340-3
Intro. to-Electronics ELT 100-3
Computer SY51cms Applic. ELT 224-3
lmurance FIN 310-3
.
Principles of Real Es~te FIN 320-3
Real Estate A ~ FIN 322-3
Small Business Finance FIN 350-3
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Existential Phil~ PWL 389-3
Po!ilics ofForcign_Wations POlms0-3*
Political Parties POIS 319-3*
Amer. Chief Exec. POIS 322-3*
Intro. to Public Admin. POIS 340-3*0
Pol. SY_!!. Amer. States POIS 414-3*
Public Fuiaricial Adrnin. POIS 443-3••
Soviet LiL RUSS 465-3 (m English)"
Soviet Civ. RUSS 470-3 (in Eiiglis5)0
. Russ. Realism RUSS· 4804 (m English}"

tOn-cam~ ltUdenla ner.d inst. mission
Sci. mj11.
,.•Not offefC!I for graduate credit
Division of Continuing Education, M ~ 670S. --,
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Small ~ M~L MGMT ~3
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H itali & Tourism FN 202-3
1.n:&uc~n to Security LE 203-3
Intermediate Al2Chra MATH 107-3
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Your campus P.ostal Center

GRfAl PRICB ON PACKING SUPPllfS

*Peanuts * Tape *
*Bubble Wrap *

BUY BACK FROM:
GRINNELL AND [ENTZ }fALi..S
Thurs., May 2 - Fri., May 3
Moh., May6- Fri., May 10
·9am-4pm

BOXES
Starting ·at

•
LAWSON

5.9,

After your final, stop by our table •..
Finals Week
·

•

VAIIOUS IIZIS

*Don't be fooled ·by our competitor *
***

...

Sat.', May4

* * * ,* * * * * * * *· * * * I, * * *

BEST UPS PRICES IN
CARBONDALE -

~--

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Mon., April 29 - Fri., ty,ay _1 O
8am-5pm
12pm-4pm
Sun., Mays
Closed

·

*********************

. . •;~,;: _.. vJmato

, · . ,:< .carbon.dale's Only·

wwvt-•.
Since our
are so low,
there is no n~fl:.:for coupons.

-.;~i~

semce

llome pick-up
for multiple :~
bo_1c-~bipnie~-~
... :
,

'

Nejl
to 71 0 ·.:.:,-;:-.;.::;}_j::.~-·:;.-;:.:,.~-~-~
Bookstore....* •.549·
- .J 300
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:r. ,..:--: .. ,.,.
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ABOlJJf THE COVER:

lnSlde
searching for the ideal place to study

by James lyon

program teaches iltudents teamwork
by aaron butler
staying awake with the help of stimulants
by Ilsa pangbum
the stress of readying for fin&ls, travel

by clave lmtzman

~-

'lbe cdverdesignforthe Fmals Guide was based on a collaboration between computer special effects and traditional
graphic techniques. The background was created using oil
pastels, and the characters were a combination of handdrawn illustrations and the cutting and pasting of different
textures.The images_::were manipulated and placed using
Adobe Photoshop atj.d QuarkXPress. The combination of all
the clements and the style of the design represent the unlim·
ite.:I and multidirectional options which cyberspace and the
Internet have given us. Research for the materials was gathered from children's books and computer magazines.
Computers have the capabilities to help create spectacular
designs, but the importance of using traditional techniques
~
should not be overlooked.
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. Sitting 1ri my
apartment, starir.g
at that geology
book, I realized
what it has all
come down to. A
semester's worth
of classes, some of
them attended,
and a final exam
looming over me
like some kind of
alien mothership.
Time to duck and
cover because we
have reached
Defcon l.
The geology
book knows my
future lies within its
pages, and it begins
to laugh at me.
"Why don't you
just shut up, you stupid
little book!" I yell out. Then I stop and notice
my roommate is staring at me. Maybe all of this
studying - or lack of - is going to my head.
In any case. the past couple of weeks have consisted of me praying for guidance, calls to a
psychic network for help and a lot of beer.
(Actually, the beer didn't help, but it made the
phone calls and praying a lot more fun.)
Only after God fails to grant me
\Solomon's wisdom do I realize that the
inevitable is at hand and, ready or not,
I am going to have to study.
w
I look around at my living room
and realize it is the perfect olace to
study. It
is
quiet,
it is
comfortable
and I
can just
sit here
and
focus
i.>nmy
wttnout auy m~tractlons. I control the
environment here, and that allows me to make
m~• studying more efficient.
(37 ~;econds later.)
I catch a faint trace of the remote control out of my eye and think maybe a
little 1V will relax me. I won't watch ii, I
1 • will just tum it on so the place doesn't
seem as quiet.
<Hmm. "Baywatch" is on. Wow! Look at
her! Back to the book. "Plate Tectonics are the
result of... " Whoa, dear lord. Look at that. Are
' those real? Does it matter?
(One hour and a "Baywatch" episode later.)
It is obvious I am not going to get anything
done here, so I pack up my stuff and head to
Morris Library.
•
By surrounding myself with the knowledge
of thousands of authors and scientists, I will be
able to concentrate.
I sit down, take out my book and try to
begin to study.
Sure is hot in
here. Man, ii
is really hot
in here, and

-"°K

•

'
,.

• I

t

I

I can't con-

. centiate In
this type of ·
heat.

~

There is a girl over there who seems to be· · even stays open all night for students who are
studying without any difficulty. Maybe I should
studying for finals.
ask her how she does it.
That is what I like to see. A piece of the
Her name is Kristine Hill, a sophomore in
community that cares about the students in the
area. .
.. .
··
English from Paducah, Ky., and she says she
comes to the library because it is quiet and
I go in.and order something to eat, and I
there are not a lot of distractions.
pull out my books to study.
"I like it here," she Seys. alf I sat at home,
I look over and see a group of people studyor if I'tried to sfudy at my friend's place, I usuing together. They are all quiet, which .
.
•
ally end up talking or watching 1V."
makes me wonder how a group of peo,
l know how she feels.
pie can sit there and not say anything to
• At least you can just focus on what you
each other at a hang-out place like
have to do, and that makes studying a little eas- this.
ier when it really counts," she says.
"We live in the dorms, and , •
I ask her if there are any types of distracthe quiet hours that are going
to start make ·everything a littions at the library that make hei- have a hard
tle touchy," Bill Robinson, an
time, and the only thing she tells me Is guys,
who ask her questions for the campus paper.
undecided freshman from
The library turns out to be way too hot, so I Chicago, says. "I understand
,
that people are going to want
pack up my stuff to find another place to lut
to study, but sometimes, you
the books.
People study at the Student Center all the
just want to talk with other
time, so maybe I should head over.there.
peop~~ all ~me here to , •
J find the Big Muddy Room is the ideal
place to study in the basement of the Student
study, but if we want to
.
Center. It is dark and quiet, and there are no
take a break and get
distractions at all. It looks )Lite a seedy bar
something to eat, this food
where mobsters and serial kiUers would hang
is better than the dorms, and
•,
out during a night out on the town.
we can s•t and chat for a while.
· There are a few other people studying, and
It really is a good place to
study."
.
as I approach them, they get this "back away"
look in their eyes. "Wow," I say to myself.
Maybe he is right. So I , •
"Professionals."
open my book and wait
"This place is great," Mark Johnson, an
until my food comes.
undecided sophomore from Chicago, says. alf
(fwenty minutes and
you have a lot to do, this is the place to come.
one breakfast platter later.)
•,
There are no distractions, and there are snack
I realized that I cannot
study and eat at the same time. I
and soda machines right here so that you can
grab something while you are studying. It is
am too busy read!ng to eat, or
also really quiet, and no one bothers you."
else I am too busy eating to
This sounds just perfect, so J grab one of
read. Oh well, at_ ¾e.ast I got
the tables, open up my book and begin to study something to eat out of this.
So I pack up my stuff and
for that final exam.
The words begin to get blurry. I \,we trouhead out the door. f begin to
ble keeping my eyelids open. l begu, ,o ...
realize that each person Is going
to have a clifferr,•. t place to study based on
ITT-iUMP).
(15 minutes and a catnap later.)
what makes them comfortable.
I soon realize that I don't think
OK, maybe this is a little too quiet. Maybe
I should go someplace with a little more
atmosphere so I don't lose interest in my chosen topic of study.
Then I remember about coffeehouses.
Yeah, people study there all the time. And
Java, 611 S. Illinois Ave., has copying
machines, computers and copies of old tests
for people to look at. I will go there and
grab a cup of coffee and study. It will keep
me awake, and I can get something done.
"Java is one of the best places to study I
know about," Amanda Peterson, a junior in his- there is a
tory from ijock Island, says. "}bey play music
place in this world where I would comf9rtable .
just loud enough so you can hear it, but not
enoug~ to read this book, so I begin tp lhink it
enough that it is a distraction. You can look at
is hopeless. Maybe. I should just ·
·,•
old tests. You can buy coffee. And best of all,
go·find a cave someplace and
there are games here if you want to take a
read.
.
study break."
As the day ends and the final
I look over and realize she is right. If I need
exam_ gets _ev_.en· do.ser, I
,•
to take a br-?ak I could ... WHOA, MS. PACbegin to realize that
MAN! "Gari;:on, an espresso and make it quick. mayl:>e I should just sit
..
I will be at"the video games.·
down and study and not
('Three games of Ms. Pacman and four cups
find so many excuses not
of coffee later.)
to.
With my hands shaking from the caffeine, I
Then again, maybe not.
pack my things up and leave. It is a fun place
It then leads me to
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~eams tt
Employers want team players,
but can universities supply them?
By Aaron Butter
DE On/in~ &liror

As students leave SIUC. there is evidence that the job world they face is
expecting a gTOVJing level of teamwork
ability. something some professors say
our current education system is not teaching students.
Many corporations hiring college
graduates consider teamwork ability to be
more important than prior experienc~ or
academic training. according to a recent
survey conducted by Kim S. Harris. an
agribusiness associate professor.
Ronald Mason. an associate professor
of political science. said that a university
education is currently insufficient to tv,ach
students to work with others. He said
teaching methods such as gniding on a
curve and selectmg certain student projects for publication o·.rer others create an
individualistic. competitive environment.
"If anything, we pit individuals against
each other.· he said. "In our societJ,.·. we
have the myth of the heroic individual.
creating ideas like 'Lee lacocca saved
Chrysler.· Thousands of people working
together saved Chrysler. but we don ·1 recognize that.·
Underway Adventure Programs is a
team-building workshop program at
SIUC's Touch of Nature that helps groups
wanting to improve their team communication skills. Taking groups through a
team inihative course, the program helps
them learn to work together by overcoming obstacles that involve teamwork.
Ryan Storm. program coordinator of
Underway Adventure Programs, said individual ability is not as valuable in a team
environment when the individual cannot
work with others.
"You can have knowledge and experience. but in any situation, if you don't
have teamwork and cooperation. all those
other things aren't worthwhile.· he said.
Storm said corporations, administra·
live offices. hospital workers and even the
FBI have utilized the team initiative
course. The course involves physical activities like balancing. light lifting and climbing through various outdoor obstacles, but
the purpose of the CQurse is not to devel·
op physical strength. Each obstacle
requires Individuals to work together to
accomplish tasks that could not be done
without everyone's cooperation.
"The course takes individuals out of
the environment they are used to and puts
them in unfamiliar :,,;Jations where they
must depend on each other,· Storm said.

SURFING
continued from pog9 I

The advantages of taking a
job search online also can be
more subtle than just checking
job listings or posting resumes.
Employers may be impressed
with an applicant's resourcefulness If an online address is provided for more information
about the applicant.
The convenience of an
online job search is another
advantage the Internet can provide. The Internet is open 24
hours a day, so job hunters are
not restricted to searching for
employment during business
hours.
Employers who advertise
online can be contacted In a
variety of ways. Some may
include an C:mail address where
they accept resumes, others
expect you to contact them

"Removing them from their comfort
wnes forces the group to communicate
with each other on different levels than
they are used to. They quickly learn more
about each other and may be surprised at
what each can do."
Harris' study will be considered In the
upcoming development of a long-term
plan for the College of Agriculture, and It
may influenc.; ,:hanges in college cuniculum. Harris said the college is trying to
attract and retain nw students and may
use a greater emptw.sis on teamwork
training to do so.
Storm said University classrooms
could benefit from a higher level of cooperation and teamwork.
"Two days out at Touch of Nature,
and a class would know each other and
their professor, some'.hlng that would take
more than half a semester back at
school,· he said. "Every ilSpect of L'1at
semester would be enhanced, from group
projects to study habits. Going through a
team-building course is one of the best
things you could do."
Mason said that in America. the cor·
porate move toward teamwork really
began to take hold in the late 1970s and
1980s as a response to the economic
dominance of companies in Japan and
Germany.
"Management noticed there were
human resources '.hat were not being
tapped by current procedures,· he said.
"Our response was to change from our
form of hierarchical management to a system of teams. We didn't do it from a
social development point of view - we
did it when we were beaten on a level

Top.from left:0,rtsjones, a junior in PSJ•
cbology;Tamara Robbins, a junior in 1!1st1al
communication; Lori Wall, a Junior in biology;James Gallagher, a graduate student In
uurkfon:e education and det>elopment; and
Al/fa Carter. roorrllnalor for BAS J,99, partic•
ipale In tbe team lnltfatft>e course.
Bottom:Team members pass Robbins
tbrougb a strln!! ·,plder u,eb" on the course.

playing field by the Japanese.·
Mason said teamwork in the workplace can translate Into a better quality of
life for individuals in other aspects of their
lives. He said when people contribute to
their workplace, they gain skill and confl·
dence In other areas, including participating In their communities and their political
environment.

through the online service, and
guide to Internet job search
career fairs around the nation
tomato soup with a fork - it's
guides. Searching the Web for
and provides students with job
the long way. The original
some still require applicants to
send resumes through the mail.
something as broad as employsearch tips online. And they do
Internet index, Yahoo lists thou"The Riley Guid~ lo Internet Job ment information will leave the
have job listings - 600 new
sands of career-related sites by
Hunting" advises applicants to
Inexperienced searcher with too
ones every day, the site claims.
category. An index of all sites is
be sure to follow any application many possibilities to conduct a
http://www.seanet.com/
searchable by keyword.
instructions included In the job
systematic search.
HTML/Vendors/raj/cyberez.
Coordinating a search through
listing.
The best place to begin is
html
Yahoo is especially easy because
Even if a dream joo can!\ot
with a few well-organized sites
CybeRezumc i,; an Internet
the topics are so well organized.
be found online, there are sites
oriented toward beginners. Here resume advice site, helping
Jobs and careers are listed sepato tell the job-hunter what to do
are several Web pages that prorately, and C\.l!tl summer jobs
1oyment seeke rs market
have their
. on everyemp
next. Pl enty of advice
vide comprehensive guides to
themselves
online. Is your
f own section.check
thing from handling interviews
finding employment through the resume good enough to get you
Be ore beginnin':1,
out
well to the proper procedure for Internet:
an interview In 30 seconds?
the SIUC Job and Career
taking drug tests is floating out
That Is the average time employ- Information page on the World
there in cyberspace. The best
http://www.jobweb.com
Wide Web at
place to start looking for job
A site focusing on the needs, : spend reviewing one, the tte http://www.slu.edu/jobs.
search strategies ts on other uni· of ~nl college graduates, . . ., ·. lms. The company hel!}S Jo
.html. This page even lists onw.rslty servers. Many universities Jobfrak ls much inore than just a·• hunters create or Improve their
campus jobs - professional fachave well-developed career.ser- , .~b,listing setVice. ~orklrigwi~ •;.resumes, lhen offers Interview
· ulty posilio~. student work
vice sites which are intended for
hundreds of college. and unlversl- ··advice for that face-to-face •
opportunltll?S and civil service
their students but are available to ty career centers: the ..Califoi:nla-. moment of~'.
opening!. also links students
anyone with a modem.
setyer.profil,es'compai:iles... · http://www.yahoo.com/
fo resources like the Chicago
To find the very best of the, . -to help shidents.'declde who _Qiey Buslness_and_Economy/
Tribune, Career Magazine and
plethora of mnployment .
:. want to .work for. Jobtrak con 7• . : , Employmerlt ,
an academic. positions network
resources on the Internet, the\~·-(;..' nects employers· with shi!ents:>;1,;:~:\' FJob searching' on the Internet :ithafregularly transmits listings ol

based
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Looking at the effects of stimulants and
their 1:Jse by-students. during final exam time
Story by Llsa Pangburn

Iantmay get mixed with caffeine from coffee or other
sources. This ls where people don't realize they've
taken too much."
Illustrations by Agnleszka Pleczonka
Smit.Ji said stimulants also are found in other medicaDE Gnzphir Dmgn"
tions, such asthma and cold remedies.·
Smith
said ephedrine activates part of·tt-.e nervous
As finals draw near, some students are forced to
decrease their sleep hours to increase their study hours.. system and dilates the bronchioles in the lungs so people
can
breathe.
It should not be used for the stimulant
To conquer the relaxing call of a nap, some students say high.
·.
they use stimulants.
"Basically, what it does is tell your brain you can't
Julie Hagan, a junior in zoology from Dixon, said
go to sleep, but your body is tired and wants to go to
she drank coffee and took No-Doze one time to keep
sleep, so your brain doesn't allow rational thinking, and
her awake to study for finals.
·
that is when peoplt! can't concentrate,"
"rdrink coffee religiously during finals," she said. "I
he said.
have taken amphetamines to stay awake and study. It
Dwane Sanders, a senior in
kept me awake, but I couldn't concentrate."
music education from
Hagan said she will never buy or use amphetamines
Chicago, said he does not
again.
like to put himself in the situMitch Izenstark, a junior in interior design from
ation where he has to cram
Chicago, said he has had only positive encounters with
and take stimulants to stay
stimulants.
awake.
"When I need to stay awake to study, I have taken
"I try ,o study accordingephedrine and have had no problems with it," he said.
ly/ he said. "lj.aw~. when
"I probably wrote the best paper I've ever written one
I have had to stay up late, I still
night when I took ephedrine."
don't use anything to keep
A report supplied by the SIUC Wellness Center
me awake. I will try splashstates that ephedrine is an over-the-counter drug, and
ing cold water on my face
abusers use it to stay awake and for the adrenaline rush or opening a window when
ii provides. Each tablet sold over the counter contains
it's cold."
25 milligrams of ephedrine. The high from ephedrine
Information provided by
the SIUC Wellness Center
lasts anywhere from four to six hours and has been
states
that caffeine probably is
proven to be addictive.
the most widely used drug in
Douglas Smith, an associate professor of psycholoAmerica today.
gy, said many people have problems with ephedrine
The effects of too ,lUch caffeine in the body vary
and other stimulants because they take too much at one
from person to person, but even in what may seem like
time.
relatively minor amounts (four to eight cups of coffee
"People who have trouble concentrating when
per day}, some people begin to experience nausea and
they've taken stimulants may have taken too many or
jitters, reports from the Wellness Center state.
mixed them u.ith other stimulants," he said. "You need
It also has been reported that caffeine can increase
enough to stay awake, but sometimes a pill-form stimuDE&port"

as

the probability of heart atta~ in people living.in highstress situations.
Amy Gende, a senior in physiology from Moline,
said the University supplied her With No-Doze during
firials week of her freshman year.
~When I was a freshman, we received No-Doze in
care packages, so I used that," she said.
Studies show that people who use products such as
No-Doze or diet pills to help stay awake are placing
themselves in a very dangerous position.
The caffeine in these products tends to make people
feel as if they can perform faster and more efficiently.
People may become so
speeded up that
although the
amount of their
production
increases, the
quality of their
work decreases,
reports supplied
by the Wellness
Center state.
Tom Ryan, a junior in business from
Downers Grove, said he uses caffeine to
keep him awake for studying.
"The only thing I use to keep me
awake is caffeine," he said. "I drink a lot of
coffee, and that keeps me awake so I can
study. I don't think I'd be able to concentrate if I
took No-Doze or Vivarin."
Information from the Wellness Center stated that
some problems students may come in contact with
when taking any kind of stimulants are exceeding physical endurance. loss of appetite and difficulty in sleeping.
Some people even may have mood elevations, disorientation and irritation. ·
Taking excessive stimulants could lead to addiction,
paranoia, depression and possible hallucinations, information from the Drug and Poison Information Center slates.
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Beating streas one way or another
Discovering new vyays to achieve an anxiety-free lifestyle
Story by Mary Beth Arlmond
DE&port"
Illustration by Agnleszka Pleczonka
DE Gnzphics Designer
Photo by B. Antonio E.
DE Photograph" _

finals week.
because it keeps sleep regulated."
"Just by listening to these students can help, Perkins
Vaillancourt said students should have healthful eating
said. "Many resident a5!Jistants suggest students should get habits because they need their body well-fueled for
away from studying for an hour and take advantage of
exams.
activities that would help them forget about the stress."
~Sfudents are recommended to have a minimum
Vaillancourt said students need to understand the
intake of sugars and fats,~ she said. "The best thing to do
.IJleal1ing of state-specific learning, which occurs when
is have five servings of fruits and veggies and lay off the
people learn something while stimulated by caffeine but
junk food and fast food.·
Wh,m Tiffany Jones reaches finals week, she. begins are unable to recall the answer on an exam because they
She said students are welcome to visit the Wellness
to panic because she thinks she will never get all of her are not in the
state as they were when they conCenter from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to receive one-onstudying done.
caff.?ine.
one oounseling on stress management and test anxiety.
Jones, a junior in radio-television from Danville, said sumed
She said drinking a couple of beers will probably not
She said they can also pick up handouts to teach themshe gets an upset stomach, as well as anxiety attacks,
selves how to relax when they are stressed. She said
cause much harm, but if people consume more than two
two or three nights before her exams. She said she
beers, their sleep could be impaired. .
there Is a nurse on duty from 3 to 6 p.m. Monday
solves her stomach pains and stress by taking aspirin,
"Sometimes people drink alcohol because it might
. through Friday at the Wellness Outreach Service, 106
smoking a cigarette or driving around in her car.
sleep,
but
that's
not
always
the
case,"
Trueblood,
for information 'on stress rr.anagement as well.
help
them
·r try to get away from stress as much as possible," Vaillancourt said. "Alcohol disrupts sleep by making peoThe residence halls have some answers to relieving
she said. "It could take up to six hours to relax. but I
pie sleep lighter and have frequent waking, which; in tum, stress during finals week, a residence hall representative
know I eventually will get my work done."
doesn't give them a restful night's sleep."
says.
Annette Vaillancourt, assistant coordinator of the
said the Wellness Center does not recommehd
Terry Schafer, hall director of Schneider Hall, said
Wellness Center, said one of the causes of stress is final thatShe
people study throughout the night and into their
Residence Hall Dining, the Housing Programming Office
exams. She said besides preparing adequately for the
sleep
schedule.
and
the Residence Hall Association made a collaborative
test, students can raise their grades by taking the time
"Students should stick with a normal sleep ,!
effort to offer a studying break for residence hall students.
to learn how to reduce test anxieiy.
schedule
as
much
as
possible.ff
Vaillancourt
,.,
She
said the cafeteria will be open from 9 p,m. to 11
She said the Wellness Center teaches students techsaid. "They should have a normal wake time ~
p.m. on Monday and Tuesday during finals week. She
niques to help reduce test anxiety.
.
·
"Students can mentally rehearse that they'll perform
A~ said there will be fresh fruit, cookies, fruit juice, coffee,
'\..:
~ f2 - ~ '.
-YW - sodas, chips and veggies available.
well on the test rather than panicking," she said.
grad
l.l
~~t.
\
C...~\'Y
f
A
'N"l,.
"It's an end-of-the-year appredallon and a way to
Vaillancourt said she teaches people how to
Qt:
~ .,
-;, ?ROJfq, i
minimize the pressure of finals for the students," she said.
relax by imagining having a successful studying
~tNl '6
•
~ · · ·· s f
o-.iet Oti
Schafer said professional massage therapists were
session. She said students think about getting
~iG
t::r
~'l>-~g
[
hired to come into the ~feteria to give free five- to
up in the morning and feeling as though they
CS,
~ 1()-n-Jnute head aJ1cl neck massages.
will do well on the exam. She said she
0
.~
.
~ , · "I've never seen ~en~ app~e a
reframes nervousn~ into a positive
feeling when walking Into a test.
~\:~M~O~
==;~!~p=the
"[ try to make students realize that
they are feeling energized rather than
~
.,~
•··/o.
~o.ney\lle·spent·all·Yl??f'·"·
.,_·.•·'·.
·' .
o 'th.at'stlle~
Jones said..even
though.there are
anxious while taking their test," she
~
said.
~
fl 1r
Qndy Perkins, coordinator of resi~0 l-'1-''l/ · · · . . . not have time to att~ any of the~i-Rshops to >
dence life at Brush Towers, said students
~
who live In the residence halls and are panicking about finals are not alorie.,, , ; -, , ,. " . .
She ~aid resident assistants are .train~cHo sit ·:'> ·: f
down ar\d. talk to.sh,J<i~~!twb~ ?Jll worrying ~bout ~their exams and other problems that occur during · · ' ·
ff

same
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By Dave Katzmar
DE Assoriau Uu,r
~very May, dormitory residents at SIUC are Faced with
tw:> stressFul sltuaUons. Along
with the traditional scene oF
all-night studying binges, these
students also have to pack up
and move by noon on the
Saturday Following Finals.
Monee Greenwood, a
sophomore In art history from
St. Charles, has lived in
University Park For two school
years.
She said she does not Feel
Housing·s policy on having
students move out the day
after Finals is fair to dormitory
residents.
"I'm kind of annoyed by
11: she said. "There's no lime
to pack during the week
because I have to study.
"They shouldn't make you
be out by noon on Saturday.
They should give you until
Sunday to give you enough
time to pack.·
Christy Maxedon. a junior
in radio-television from
Decatur. is a resident assistant
in Wright III in University
Park. In addition to studying
and packing during finals
week. she has to inspect her
residents' rooms and check
them out.
She said she does not feel
she has enough time to Fu!Fill
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Don't be confused about where to sell your books.
Ask a friend and they will tell you that 710 is the ·
store that pays top cash.
\\Te'll pay top cash for your textbooks, no matter
where you bought them..
""'When students com.pare, 710 gains a custom.er."
Serving SIU For over 25 Years
Special buy back hi>Jits~to·,~·~,rve _you::·"
Wed. May 1 - Fri. May 3, 8:00 a.m.- ~:00 p.m. ,. <
Sat. May 4, 8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
Sun. May 5, 12:00 p.m.- 6:~ p.m~
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Sat. May 11, 8:30 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
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Sw!m
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Dancing

Individual Sports:
PE 105A
Badminton
Team Sports:
PE 106A
Basketball
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See Summer Bulletin for time and place.
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ELI,.B·OOKS & WIN PRIZES!!
, TO.IP CA$H ·~o~ .-S'IU • John A. Logan BOOKS
* Pizza Coupon w/ Sellback -Of 3~o~~bre books
.·
"'* 1 Spin per person w/ Sellback of one .ol: r:,:i.?~e books·

Hours: Mon.- Fri. 7:30 a.m.- 9:0()p.m
.
Sa~. & Sun. 9:00a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POl:ICV
Please'.Be
To.Check . . . .

CLASSIFIErl DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Townhouses
Duplexes
Rooms
Roommates ·,-... · Mobile Home Lots
Business Property
Wanted to Rent
Sublease
Mobile homes

For Sale:
Auto
Parts & Services
Motorcycles
Recreational
Bicycles
Homes
Mobile Homes
Real Estate
Antiques
Appliances
Books
Cameras
Computers
Electronics
Furniture
Musical
Pets & Supplies
Sporting Goods
Miscellaneous
Yard Sales
Auctions
For Rent:
Apartments
Houses

·SlJ;;

. $ 9.15 per column inch, per day

Open Rate.

Minimum Ad Siie: 1 column inch
Space RoservatJon ~t:_adhne 2p m. 2 days pnor
Requirements:

Your ClassifietfAdvertrsement-For Errors·
_ 0~ J!i:.~ ~t;gaY,:~fJ~liblipa!iotf:;£·..,~

l~f!i51)l~~ _
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':!;~:~:n~t=•~:q~;::~~~,:i~~:.
point border. Other borders

(based on consecutlve running dates)

73c

Lost

Found
Rides Needed
Riders Needed
Free
Business Opportunities
Entertainment
Announcements
Spring Break
Personals
"900" Numbers

5 days ............
per line, per day
10 di'ys.......... 60c per line. per day
20 or more ... S0e per line. per day
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Minimum Ad:Size:, .
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12 Noon, f"t!l!Yi>riQr':·· .'~ccount lqr~ety·~ r ~ j o ffiji ~iiy Egyptiaf~ ~ , ~10 publical)~ . . ·'": _,,, unpaid by the a~erti~s ~,.§arty can~\la~on o! a~ _
,
Copy,
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$3.45 per inch

~ee.

'

Space Reser,, alien Deadline: 2p.m .. 2 days prior 10 publication.

All advertising submitted to tns Daily Egyptian is subject
~:!~roval and may be revised; refected. or cancelled at any

Requirements: Smile ad rates are designed to be used by
individuals or organiZations for personal advertiSJng-birlhdays.
anniversaries. co"gratulations. etc. and not Jor commercial use

The Daily Egyptian assumes no liability H for any reason
it becomes necessary to omtt an advertisement.
A sample of all man-order Hems must be submitted and

or to announce events.

appr~~a:it:,:':! !1~:af:::'.icalion.
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CLASSLEIED. · · · CtASSIFIED . CLASSIFIED · CLASSIFIED
1

Tl8 NISSAN SENTRA. Gray, 4 d,, Now
NC ,teceo. ps. I41,x,o< mi, $1.600,
Ccll 529·5743.

88 VOU<SWAGEN JETTA. 2 d,.
o/c. om/Im. 86)00l mi. Runs~
Mu,t SeU1 Coll 529·3216.
87ACU~A INTEGRA lS, .5 spd,
' - - - - - - - - - - ' ! wnrool. am/Im ems. o/c. exc rood,
mv,1 ..ir, $3500 neg. 457-6687

========='

liiii~==~l,~1 :!~~n~_':;,, ~-;,~~i::
5

SJ. I OO obo, 5-4 9• l OS 3

ENDROUS OF NEWSPRINT
S3 pe, roll Now = i ~ o1 ,he Doily
Egyptian. Room 1259 Communu:otions
Building. o.- can 536·3311. ex1 261

Come"' 704,; B Coria,

wz;;;;.;:~;;;;;;:A;;;ut;;:o~:Qii:Eii:.,;ml

::.Sns~:7'.!;-~~si~-J,,,~-

ale, needs Clffen>alo,,
loaded. S.500 obo, 536·33 l 1 ext 244

85 FD«i Wagon,

m<Mng

;!~v~~~~\9g g~ TS::

:~.:~:\;:-;:;x

m, $1 '495, AAA

soon,"''"' ,ell, .4.57·3350

~~~~~\!;~:'!,~~t•· 5 spd.

~cdpw/ roO

f'· 5>pd,

nia,

lrucl:., $3900 neg. 351 • 657.

111,no,s. 5-4 9 .
1331

rl., 3.0l V6. 93)00l
spoiler, hilly loaded.
veryrelioble dean fm,&funiodrive

- - - - - - - = : - - - - 1 84 NISSAN 300
MERCURY TRACER """90". wl,it.,, mi, T~, turbo

o4

""'°
11,=m,.o/c.ps.c:rui,ea,mrol.
p<em,um ,,.,..,. $89\>5 obo. 5,49.

$2850 529'. 1 seo'

CASH PAID for musi~ i!oms,

95 EX 500

buy/,.,Jl/pawn,Midwe~ Ca,l, 1200 W

92 KOX 200
89SUZRM80
88 HONDA EUTE
87 600 HOND.t.
82 550 YAM
82 250 KAW
82 125 SUZ
81 650KAW

Main.549·6599

Studios, lighting, Karaoke. & equip
rental. Sound Core Music 457-5641

78 .SOOHONDA
78 400KAW

,

6735

rt::::~5;::: :.1

THIS & THAT SHOPP!, 816 E.
Main, Cdolo. We buy, ,ell, and
ccn>ign. 457·2698.

76 125HONDA
75 CB 360
75 350 HONDA
549.0531 Cyde t,d,.
Down1c1wn Cdoie

[ :::; ~iicE:::::J
CASH PJUD fur bi,:yde.,

buy/seft/pawn,Midwe.!Cmh 1200W
Main. 549-6599.

95 CANNONDALE MBOO alumin,,m,
IX cmnl,; & den,il,n. barend,. $850
neg. i"" cell 5-49·5706

1c::··
:..... _. ~om::r·7
. ,..,.___,:

a/ c. o,mputen. slet-.o equip

~!!ft=~'"6;l,
1200w
Main. 549-6599.

ELENA'S! Gent!y-u,ed lvmiture &
mare. 206 S. 61h in &u.h.
Open 7 days o week_ 987·2438.

PIER l S0FA, eni...1oinmenl center,

rug. CardiogJ;do, & much ""'"'• a,O lorde1o,1, at 529· l 658.

~'/!~~~ choin,

•

a

Musi ,.,JJ, m<Mngl 529-3737
MOVING SAU. Iii., new, 6 choir

1P

SAS mcny oth..-., 5-49•91 l 1. David

•

lt- 1' 1P 1' 1P 1P 1P 1' 1' 1Jl 1' •

Alphahas bull' t apIace

_J9.

llOYOS APl'llANCE SHOP in

~=.":v~':'.iioo

·._, -

•

each,

gooranleed, 1·618•n4•.USS.

t.

MEADOW RIDGE
is Surprtsingly

Affordable
From$210perJ.)ffi,Orl

•

\1'

"'i

Cedar
Creek ToUJnhomes
1

1P
•

& need a drvmmer, leod !.inger, etc.f
!'taco an ad now in !he
DaJlv Egypllan am! get a free day will,
any 5 day, 3 line_o_d._ _ __

•

l,·, , di.111 1 111111111<-, httlll illL' h-.1d1.
l,~.d,.111 h.'111m111t-'1t1d1,·.nLll,1

A:ri.d NEVER judge a
home by its name.

~';50~"'."12~~...

loaded.
ror.d. M.,,, Sell. t9000 obo.

removable top. n1!W hr~.

~c

618-932-2119

85 HONDA ~ELUDf 5 ~
a/c, ps., CD ployer. 1,unroof. new
rodiolot" & e,d-.oust

p;pe.

$3500

obo,

.549·8049
88 HONDA PRELUDE SI, 4 wheel
1tHr1ng. moon/sunroof, cu~tom
wbeels. spoiler, phone, e,.:c cond.
mi:ing $4.650 neg. 45: ·4388

. Mobile Home Living..•
A lot of House . ..
A little Money...
..,
•Washers, Dryers
•Sun~f?eck ~. ·-~l,. ~
•Cable·T.V.
·· •S~orage Buildipg. ,'
•Central Air .·
. •Lighted Parking ..

.

--

Re~t· at P~rk. Circle, College Arbor,
- ~ .". Oak Hills '.

88 MUSTANG LX, 93-""" mi. 2 dr, a/

ps, pl, mint tend, $2500,
529.2995

~, , I
.

0
O ....

Cik.e J,Jew 3 di. 4
~ located
•J,Jext to school on
Wall di. eamp~ .
Extras litt:lu~J;

·• WasftefJ~er
• Heat Pumps•
• Dtshwti$her

Office locate& Wall & Campus 457-3321

.

~

457-3321

•

•

GREAT PLACES THAT HAVE AIRY,
SPACIOUS ROOMS, CERAMIC TILE
•
KITCHEN AND BATHS, GENEROUS
11'
CLOSET SPACE, PRICATE DECKS,
GARDEN WINDOW, BREAKFAST BAR, •
'II' CELING FANS, AND BATHROOMS ON
BOTH LEVELS.
AVAILABLE AUGUST 12, $560.00

•

•

1' 510 WEST BAIRD

•

1' 2003 w: FREEMAN
4BEDROOM

•

professional family
V,. ~ 2 ~ 98[clge with
• opener, family room Vlitll
•- .fireplace, screened back
;
· porch, closG to the Ree:
. 1' $1100

». 529-2013
··• (home)

• &i • •

304 N SPRINGER
3BEDROOM

• c.,!der house with
• study $285., avail
,. summer

~~

1'

1'

1 BEDROOM

89 TOYOTA SUPRA TURBO, wl,;,,,,

l)l

._ ..... where small pets can live•
c::i:Efii:L:] • ~ ~ "~ with their humans! ~

~~:;'t~ ~~ a bone!

'"Never Ju.dge a. book
by its cover. . . "

$350 obo, cdl 457-48n.

A6o TV,, VCRs. worlung o, no1
UPAIR AllYICI TY•YCll.'I
Abie Elodronia, 457·7767.

SPIDER WEB • BUY & SEil
used fumi= & antiqu=
Rt 2. Oki 5 I t-4588. 549· l 782.
JENNY'S ANTIQUES & USE0
FUi!NlTURE. Open Ap, l. 9-S Ma.·
Sc,,_ Clo..d Sun. Bil)' & ...n. 549·4978.

IC:.~~ui~I:::::l •

89 HONDA PRELUDE 20$1'. auto. p,. 1
0
~
good/

1471.

;!!~f4:',~ro HO, FuO Page

rolrig"""°", we.hen, d,ye,s.

[O~~;E~ES] t~s~~-d~:>-~ :«..;;:. •
95 J<:AWASAAJ: 900ZXI JET SIO Red/
~o. New Tro;l,,,- + od,o,- o"""1SOrios.
On 10 hrs al""' FAST. $8000 obo
Col 5-49-0536

APl'lE POWERBOOK 5JOOCS 5 mo
old, 8/500 [w/OarisWorb & soft pq,
Aj,pleS!yloWrilorclrprint«&!lar->
14.4 modem, all for $3100, 351·

Wanletd to Buy:

WlU BUYl fOR SAU:: Seds. d,.....,,., a/
c, desk, sofo, toblo, chairi. fridge.
ronge. wa,l,er. cl,ye,-, 529·3874

05 KAWASAKI GPz:550, Blod.
& Red, rvns good, w,,ll ,no;n1oined,
mvstnll,.549-8123.

CASH PAID fur compu10n,
buy/sell/pawn,MicfwestCash 1200W
Main, 549-6599.

RESERVE YOl'R. VlOEO CAMERAS
& OJ '}"lems lor your graduo6on
parties now PA 'S, Rea:><ding

90 YMWiA FZR 600, red, white, &
bluo, complotely ,toe!:., immocvla"'
a,nd, $3100 obo, 529·5288.

$3995, 89 Aer-ostar64= mi 15995, $1500 obo. 351-0309.
89 Daytona Turbo $3,195. 87 Aeros!or 85 TOYOTA ,!·RUNNER EFI SR5
$3995.
ale. cru,..,. pw, delochoble ,u~,ool.
66 A>!m S-4495, 83 CoYCI...- S 119.5. dean interior ,.eai, S A WO

C,

~

the value of the aclvenlsement•will•be ,!iajust!!d.
.. • . ·
All ctassified :a~.isiajj}i!l!Sf~)i~ befo~t; .1?~
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·:",-"r-,·~ ! ,checking their adve~ments for.1!.rrors o_n...lhe first day they
.:.. ·.-:~ appear. Errors n.ot_ttie laull;~lAhe..aave_rliserwhich lessen

on larger column widl

Help Wanted
Employment Wanted
Services Offered
Wanted

•

are.acce~e • one day's lncorrec!)l]BertlOn:;r/\dv,e_m,sers are res ___

. h
s.

1

Same features as
Cedar Creek
Townhomes, but No
pets allowed
747 EAST PARK
Same features as 2

•
•

.

1"
•

bedroom townhomes at
Par1< Street, $825
309 EAST FREEMAN
Celing fans, washer and
dryer, large living room
$840

Chris 8.

•
11'
la'
•

457-8194 I>

(office)

....._. •r:• ·r,'..9'

1ft,

•

)!
F,

Thur~ M~y 2,:::

_..
" - " ' - ~ • - j ROOMMAll:
~
r

Miscellaneous
~
< • .:;.c:r:..- ;.;.; rn.c $J.:

.>4

lll~~

~i~~-~~~beh~bl~~

684-4511 or 6B4-5614.

•

NEEDED. female pre!.
dose 1o campus, $190/mo. leave a
menageal.457-8318.

~e~~~~,pr,,~~r:r

maid ,etVice ind, 684-3956.

isummer,
~ 457-0655.
~~~~~~.:

STUDIOS RJRN, dose b SIU, c/c, car·

~~~ ~2,~:k,rio;;;!~
sru. all util ind, 457-2790.

2 BDRM APT, ava~ May 13, a/c, dodc,

c:othedml ce,1ing,, very nice, Coll 5.49·

C'DAl.f NICE 1&2 bdnm, unfum
d"P9" apt, at 606 E. Park. no pets, 1•
61Q:893·037 or I..S18;893•A033.

Tl••:;-.,::: Y...-

We have everything 1o get you
,tarted:
Vegetable and Flowe, Seec!,.
Hanging Ba>ke1s. Vegipe Starts,
Annuals,
An Amazing Voriely of Organic
Ferlilizors,

ROOMMAll: NEEDED lar nice
trailer,~ renl + ~ uh1s,
Con 549-6049 & leave meuoge.
ROOMMAll: NEEDED lar Svmmet,
4 bdrm house, Soriom 11uden1s, a/c.
w/cl, cl/w, coble TV, $170/ma +
utils. Coll Dan 549..S437.

6865.

.

SUMMER SUBLEASE, 2 bclnm apt, ale.
exc locction, 60.4 S. U~iversity acros,

r.

::;;, t;;tr.,:~; t1~~

o:.';~;h~il~l~~e
Hifi,ide Nu""'Y
!Behind ().,nny',)
549-5346
- - - · · · - - - - .. _____
17" SONY TV w/ rernole, Good
color, 150. 'Sectional Solo, 6 h/4 h

Male roommate, lo ,hare 4 bdrm op!,
""'1·smolcin9, 2 bib from SIU, $200 +
1, u!il, 549-4325 aJ< for Bryon (belare
2 pm or ofter 7 1>mJ.
509 N. Oakland, Shore nice house fully
furn, nice po,d, & yard, $160 + 1/3
util,w/d,ccble,549-1509.

LG 1 l!DRM apt, nee,,- rec. c/c,
lurn, May-Aug,
549-1305.
2 SDRM TIWlER. osking only $100/
mo !or subleasing from now un1il Sept.
New leose aher S"l't ;, S183/ma, coll
_Amy-'--5_29_·3_n_3_._ _ _ __

fmm 1982-88, $50 • NatiC:Oal Geo·
graphic collection, Jon 1960- l 99•,
<>v<!r 350 iuoe,, exc cond. 178 orig
maps, complete 30 yr
ind.,.es, $150. John 5"9-6093.

MEADOWRIDGE TOWNHOMES I
roommate need"? far Aug, ale, d/w,
w/d. 3 bor.-n, Keith 529-3923.
ONE ROOMMAll: FOR A bdrm opt ot
lewis Park, Fon & spring, $186/mc + r.
util, coll Mike 351-4452.

c:,~;•~~~t'.~~;;j";i~l .;

$:,

ROUNJTRJP ~cl:eis Cdcle lo Chicago, ROOMMATE NEEDED ta shore large
must ,,;
549-2090,
_"

rrl~--

Auctions & Sales

1

~:,,r;:~,ti~'i::~~d.:'.

avail June 1. $22_5/mo •
.JAWt,.
~ut,1,5.49-0107
MOVING SAU
2 FEMALES, 302 E. Hest.,r, ~
Full size bed & 9 drawer dresser w/ kild,en, living, & boll,, ale, w/d, $200
mim,r, SB0 ell. Couch, choir &
ea+ uh1, no pets, 457-2724.
matching pillow $100 2chcin$15. ,~~
20'ColorTV$40.Juvenileigtiancw/~~
~ ' t , : ' ~ ~ ~ • h ~ ' j ' ~ __ : . , _ _ : _ _ ~
9,ce,,i:,rt,Repk>vi!,sprcybonle,SliO
oil Soga Genes" w/ 9 ccrtndges
RATES! Neat 3 -lxl,,,;. lum, house. Aug,
1
c!::.::~:~e;.,..~': ~ ~ - S46o. 351-0284
Filo Scxxer 95, Madden 95. Col\eQe GREAT SUMMER BARC.'-IN•Tcc good
footbcll 95, NBA Jam,} & 2 contralr.,. 1a be truel $90/mo• utihl Very nice apt
$120 ior oll
byC'Dale dinic, 351-1243.

s.,.:,...,..=:&1

2 BDRM DUPLEX, $450 mo, quiet,
ovaa June 1,
pcmible lo renew loose. 457-4527.
4 SUBlfASERS NcEOED at Garden
Pork Apls far ,ummer, furn, pool,
color TV. o/C. price neg, 549..S052.

dose lo beach & loh,

~=

(=-=..:=-.=.o=:::Jl~
Rooms
'

::w::::-.

~~

1:'..,.Fj~~tJf.

t'J.;:i¼:e.:7'~9-783.4.

I

laundry, $ 200, 457-M 22.
nulNO API' ~ 96/~ 97, furn.
a/c.-/tra,h, ,-sru,well main·
loined,$210/mo,457•M22
NICE QUIET 1 & 2 BDP.M, West bwn,
Aug, yr lease, from $3201o $460, dep,

1 as .... .,.._,..,... Mr;
• . . . . . ., 1 P .._., . . . .
.......__. . . . . . .

-•~••_-o_o_a_t_._____

TIME IS
RUNNING
OUT!
II'-----------'
~1~-trt·lamily,orpro-

or Foll, furn. 529·3581/529-1820.

r---

RAWLINGS STREET APTS, DCNi
leasing summer & ldll, 1 bdnm, a/c,
carpet, unfurn, laundty, 2 blks N cf
SIU, $:US/mo, 12:30-4:30pm,
A57..S786.

UNTAL UST OUT. Come by
508 W. Ook to pid. up list, n...i 1o
Iron! door, in box. 529-: 581.
SR,.\Nt NEW APTS, 51d S Woll, 2
bdor. !um, a,rpet & c,/c,
52': J581 or S29-1820.

Nia, NIW ANDCUAN

t'OUITNAU.
f BIU--

•

•

1 820 W Fn:eman, w/ a Foll/Spring

lease single pymt lnowl. 457-5631.

2 and 3 bdrm. 516 S. J>oplo, or
605 ond 609W College, furn, carpel, c/c, 529·3581 or 529-1820.

SH-.
549-4808 (I 0·Bpml
sorrv, no pea

-,,.

~

I & 2 BDRM APTS, furn & unlum, musl

PETS, Con 45,-n82.

GI09:GUOWN
ftAILS w.ST

IHJOO EGrond/Lewi, ln] 351-0284.
TOP C'DAU LOCATIONS ex·
fro n;a, 1 and 2 bdrm furn cpls,
11st ef ......... in front yord
ot 40B 5 Poplar, no pe!s, call 684·
-4145.

FEMALE SUBlEASERS needed for

C'DA!f lg up,a,le house on private University Ave, for more inla call

w:~i~~i;;{~d~=m'.'t!.t Wendy 01529-5915.
male, prof..ssioncl, or g,ad ,tudent, l SUBI.EA.SER needed far summer, furn,
$300 finm, fo, inlef'view call Billot 549· 2 bdnm, 2 blks from campu,. $200 + ~
313d(h] o, 453-6293lwl
_uh_'l._35_1_·1_79_5_ _ _ _ __
QUIET COUNTRY >Otting, large room ir. SUMMER, 1 BDRM, Gr.at looation,
~ nice home. w/pmote ~th. furn. S210/rno obo, Andy 529-7830, Avail
w/d. $300/n,o, 457-3575
Mat
_ _1_1_ _ _ _ _ __
ACT NOWl ROOMS FOR RENT in o

$500/ma, 457•.U22.
lfflC APl'S Faft 96/~ 97. fum.
nearSIU,well-mainlained,water/tra,h,

STUDIO APT, 2 bib from SIU, laU 96 &
sp,ing 97, ·special IUfflfflW l'CJ1a, mD
·529.2374 or A.57-8798.
!AAGE SJUDK?, dean, quiet, unlum, 1
yr lease, mvs1 be grad or.,,., 21, no
pets, $250/mc, 529-3815.
IARGE 2 BDRM, 1 1,1k Imm CXlff'f>US,
ova,11orFal1,529·1233~
,.•

SUMMER LEASE. Mecdcw Ridge, big
~ w/ both, d.an, $200/mo. low
uhl. a/c. w/d, 351-1615 Jeff.

- - c - ~ ~ - : - ; - - - , - - 1 summer, 19 4 bdnr. house, 520 S.

f.'°~~~t~:X';t~ki,,~

·~7:-~1_2.,

Apartments ~ :

l.ovdycpls Newfum/unfumfar 2,3,4.
Com-, by Display Mon-Sot 10·5:30,

1!;~~~;;;;,•

CESI.Com-adsAvotloble

J--=-.=--J,~

PARK PLACI IAST
J SUB1.EASERS NEEDED for HUGE opt,
~ngle rooms. 1160/mo ,ummer, foll/ do,e lo campus. $215/mo, util ind,
fum, o/c, 549-9193.
549 2
LARGE l BDRM DUPLEX, I blk from
· BJl leave mes,oge.

Spring Si 85/mo, util ir-d,

APl'S;NOUIU, & ftAII.IU
dose to SIU. 1,2,3 bdnn, Summer

~N~rn,':,"~~/~.1~1,
d/w, $160/mc + 1/6 utils, leave
messogeot618·985·2579.

be neat & c!;an, ABSOLUTELY NO

~~ SIU, mid-May, 351-1741.

$230, 529-3815,

SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR Summer
....,ian,verynicefumsludiccp1,
2 blh from campu,, ovail immed,
$3()()/mc, wa11,r & trt,,h ind,
_L"7..,..,...·73_8_2_.---,--,---,.---

Q\JIEl RESIDENTIAL I bdrm, serni·fum,
summer, $200/mo (neg), ale. do,., 10

,,

. U!ili Paid/Free Cable TV

Computer Roam / Avo,'lable Nowt

a'.::.i;t;:r~J;'.s~)
mo Moy-Aug, BiH.457-6B71.

=a~~~rl..tis~~ ll("" . .

l

pet, laundry, ,ummer or fall, no peh,

.fia

liirn'i.hiid Room,/ 1M: N C.an-ftus,

IAllGll 2 U • M ""°'1 Fitll 96, nitar
SIU, furn, a/c; dean, well-mc,intcined,

1 ROOMMAll: noedecl far Fall/Spring.
19' ZEN11H COi.OR REMOll: TV SBS. furn, 2 bdrm, doan, 2 bib Imm SIU,
also VCR $75, Window air condi~oner $200 + J; util, 351-1795.
F$9=5=.45=7=-7=3=94=.======;i

..........,N_.1..._-

1 suBl.fASeR NEEDED for a .d bdrm Ir======-=·=--=-=·•·=-..---=·=.-.
2½bcthapt,w/d,a/c,renlneg, ·-.
NIAllCAMPUSLuxury _,,
caU & leave meuoge 529-4(118
elficiencles, grad cr.d law
3 SUBlEASERS NEEDED $200/ma/
,1uden1s prelm,,cl, 110 pets, call
penon,May19·Aug 15,c/c.w/d.d/
684-.41.45.
w, dose lo campu,. 5.49·'397.

2 SUSLEASERS needed, cvcil Mat 15,

Carbon.a ale
Mobile Homes
North Highway 51
549-3000

C'DALE AREA IPACIOUI
1 and 2 bdrm lum apt>, borgoin
rotes, 2 mi west ol Kroger w,,st,
no pets, a,JJ 68.4·4145.

J...!::::========~

;2~1imod:~i.~t:.z;:9'° SIU,
quiet area. big rard , w/d. c/c,
l SUBLEASER NEEDED, fum, avail
Mat Id, $2.40/mo + 1/3 ut,1, acras,
$180·$215 • uh1,, one ave~ now,
other three avail for loll, for
from Pulliam, eon Joe 549-0661.
appointment a,11 !>49·4518
IIIAlfflFVL OOMS Perteclly lo· l SUBlfASER NEEDED avcn1 Mat 9·
cotecl, each unit w/ kitchen & eiedric Aug 15, nice 1 bdnm mobile home,

•

=~7:';

meter, quiet, Hex lease terms, nice ot·
mosph..-e. ccTI 529-5881.
529-0168.

j~:= R;:m~!~~::1
~

-·.w. ,_____:::....
GR_EAT 2-SDRM lum apt, dose lo SIU,
seno~•student~,$225/ma+~
cle<:tnc. 457-7
.
.
_
•

a~r~=

-Si-s'fi-,!: ~-

Mat-S,bl_ea_l~-Aug-N-~-.

I bl1'fromCommBldg,J51-1936.

Moy-Aug. $300,,549-5127.

~

Summer 1 96
$800 - 8 wks

Single Room Price

~

411 E. Freeman
408t E. Hester
507t W. Main •B •
906 W. McDaniel
908 W. McDaniel
400W. Oak•3

104 S. Forest
409 E. Freeman
411 E. Frttman
S14 S. Hays•
402 E. Hester
408 E. Hester
906 w. McDaniel

S11 N. Oakland

908 W. McDaniel

202 N. Poplar •1

413 W. Monroe'
SUN.o.ldlnd
514 N. Oakland
602 N. Ouland
20:ZN.Popar •1
1619W,~

l'\\;0 BLl~HOO:'\I

,:
I.

.

'

'.: _, .,

301N.Sprlnga•3
919 W. Sycamore
T..-eedy,E Park
4041/2 s. University
805½ S. Uiwnlsty

Tweedv-E Park

;1004.W. Walkup
334 W Walnut •2
404 w. Wlllali .•

503~.u~
504W,WMllll

11 mt I HI DHOO:\T
609N.ADyrt·

'

•

2~ •

404W.wmo.

·;609N.Allyil
'5015.8-rklga .
514 s. Bewridae1t1,2

:::::~•1,2
.1200

aofw. wa1nut
H1 'R BfDROO;'\I

408S.Ada
410S.Alh
S04SAsh•2
501S.Bnmdge

w. Carter

\:tos.w. Cbmy ,,:;

s1i>N'.-&ico· -;

1?.00W'.C&rler
SOOW;<:ollege •2
. 11ow;~a:•.:!:-

413 W. Monroe•
514 N. Ouland
503 s. University •

Fl\'[~ BEDROO.\l
1200 w. Carta

710 w. College

• Available Now

Best
Selections ·
in Tuwn.

~ ~ '. ~ BesfSelections in Town AvailableFalU 916,, 529·1082

Call 549-1332 or
Stop by 600 W. Mill

.: ! ~-

.i'

507½S. Hays

703 W. Walmd, •E. #W

f .

'

506 S.Dixon

602 N. Carico

!05½ s. University"
334 W. Walnut •1. •3

F. .

:

310 w. College •1.3.4
514 s. Beveridge •1,4

403 w. Elm •1,2,4
718 S. Forest •1
507tS. Hays
402t E. Hester
408t E.Hestu
410t E. Hester•
210 W. Hospital Dr. IJ2
703 s. ffllnols •101, 102
S07 W. Main •2 •
S0_7t W. Main •A. •B •
400W. Oak •3
410 W. Oak •2 •4E
202 N. Popm •3
301 N. Springer •3
414 W. Sycamore •E, 11\V
.406 S. Umuentty •1, •4

Arms
I Stevenson
Does It Again!
~

908 N. Carico
311 O,eny•2

SUBlEASER NEEDED large 1 bdrm op!,
well ta SIU, _quiet, clean, furn, a/c.

I

14)-'______________________o_a_iiy_E._w,_fi_an_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T_h_u_r_s_d_a_y,_M_a""'y_2_,_1_9_9_6
BLAIR HOUU AfFO!!DABlE f;.,;ng

DESOT0,"6 Ml na,11, ol C'dale, nice
2 bdnn, ,_ cori,et.& appl, declc.

r-um efficiencies w/h,U ~ilchen,
&p,;.,,1ebath.

405 E. C,,11.ge 529-2241
M'BORO, CLEAN ---::-11-~:--,,-,-l-,-bd-,-rmopl, $200/rro. 2 bdrm cpl $350/mo
CoD Tri C.t:unly Realty 0
618•426-3982.

:;:::9'f:t~f:'!,
apartment, roommate s-emce,
529-2054.

404 I .... p,lnqviet 2 bdrm, a/

~~:~:~,=

NlCE 1 OR 2 BDRM. 406 W. Elm,
Roon, furn, lxn«nent, dose
b SIU, 529·1820, 529-3581.
I & 2 BDRM APTS la, rent, also 2 bdrm
hou.e,so,rynopell, 1 mileoutoltown,
457•5984.

cond,
612 w.lfa,qviet2bd,m,a/c,

~

i:=-~,,;.,~t/wmer,
CAU.457•6721

bdrm opts (townhou,e
style], only a holl bl1c or less from
SlU,ju1100"0,.W.MillStnO<!l,ol
Communications & llusin•n bu;ldDON'T MISS THIS CHANCII
ings, c/a & hoot, lenant pays util,
price reduced! ,-2 bdrm,, $225/
- provide rro,I, pidcup & alhor
por>on. 2 bllcs from campus, 516 S.
s-emes, ,t_,, by appt only, call
Poplar, hirn, ale. 529· 1820 or
Shelton Rentols ot 457-7352 or
529-3581.
529-5777 Mon·Sat 9om·5pm, . .___ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
summer $240, FoD & Spring $450
M"BORO,
Co.,ntry, new
d/w,
or
w/d, corpor1 w/ stot'age, no pets,
$400, 684-5399 Agent owned
C'DAlf, 2

·1~:

$470/ma

~~ ~~~~~;,t;:;;;;:.

C'DAlf. privolll rooms la, students,

neor Cedar lake.
Excellent foqyods 529· 150 I

only two bib from SIU, n0<1I, al Unl..,.;iy libmry. on W. College SI, all
util ind in rents, shared kitchen and
both facilities w/ <>II,,.. students in
your cpl, eod, room hos its own relrigen,lo,, lum, c/a & heat, shown
by appt only, can Shelton Ren1als at

I BEDROOM. AUO PASS, 20 minu,..,
to SIU, large second Floor deck,
slryl,ght, corpoted, o/c, quiet, 893·
2423 ......,;ng, or 893-2626
IUMMIR LIASII Huge Discounts!
One 2 bdrm reg $550, now $340.
On• bdrm reg
now
elficopts.oDe.>tremefyniceploces, Von
Awl.e,, 529-5881

457-7352 or 529-5777 Mon-Sot
9om·5pm, Summer $140, Foft &
Spring $160/ma.

2

$420,

$250. 2

BEAUTIFUL EFF
C'DA!f, prMlle rcorns lor """"""·
only hall a blodt from SIU, on S
Poplor St, n0<1I, al Univenily librory, aD util ind in rt!nts, c/o &
hoot, rentcl rates ¥oty ocxording ..

in C'Dales tfs~orie Distrie
dossy,qinet

..,:i.,:n.!~!<hen

cl room, shown by oppl only,
a,11 Shelton Rentals ot 457-7352 or
size

newlrig,stowe,a/c

priced between $175-$275/mo

529-5777 Men-~ 9am-5pm.

•collforshorterleaset,m,s'

FUIIN 2 BDRM APTS, all util,,
from

porl.ing & coble ind, 1 1,11,
campus, 549-4729.

Van Awlcen

~'m.~-t:..co;:'~•.
campus,

_54_3_29_5_.-------,---,--,-BRICKINRIDOI A!'TS 2 bdrm,

1c:::t~~E ~~~fl =·: r~~:;:~~
C: -_ :JI
:====::::====~
5

0

400

e. Hater-lg J bdnn by Rec. d/w,

~ouses

;::~;,:,::.~aJi's'.i!it1i05a=-·· 1

_

TOP C'DAU LOCAffONS
extra nice 2.l..C,& 5 bdrm house1,

_,.._1

w/d, Ult ef
ln !rent
yard O .t08 S. Poplar, no pets, call
611-4·.Cl-'S

103S,Fo,w

4 .......
A06 W. Wafnut.••207 W, Oalt
511.S0ii~~Fores1
310,JlJW.Chcrry

~.~!/C!i~~- ~c
~

~"'i:i;!,;:~~ ~

romic fife, omple oil-street parking,
Avail Aug, $825,
457·819-', 529-2013, CHRJS B
2 BDRM. 747 E PAAK, Cathedral

;~·;~tr~ r:.~;.~ed

~~ &'1'::,t!:~75~~

457·8194 529·2013ChrisB

=·~t~~1t~ogerwes1.

I'----------'

•

TOP M' ORO LOCATION
luxury 3 bJrm house, c:orpeted, I JI
boil,, w/d, c/a, oan,ge, no pets,
mll684-41-'S.

3061~~-Asl,

lf,~riut
31011W.Chcrry.-802W. Wrb.Jt
106 S. Forest... 207W. Colt

•...:,.'°'1'y~NJy
NeaPll-dPNpertles

front door, in box. 529-3581.

NEW. IAAGf. 2 BDRM, 1 llbolh, quiet 1- - - - - - - - - - '
selling, many ntras, NO PETS, 457•
5700
2 BDRM. niot yard, quiet. ova.1 Aug,

~Doll~!.:!'.-"_;:!j_:t ;:,,i/:;~:•5t~;oe•

. ~tub,

prMlle

Fenced

patio, mini-

i;r:.,;i.. 2 cor ga,:oge w/ opener,~

Secretary · Josh Robinson
Treasurer· Tori Barton

RINTALLIST
P-idiupat

COBA Representative
· Amber Boester

3 BDRM. /,jr, go, heat, Iorgo mowed
yord, qv;e1 cno. Starts May. $.495.
457-4210

\\'e 11ould also like to thank
thr 1991-1996 off1cm for
a Job 11ell done'.

32..t W. Wr1nut Ion porch]
or
5..t9-48C8 (10-8 pm]
-,y,nopets

con

2 IIDllM DUNE(, $400/-,
• .......,., celll•91,
• - D - w l l• y15,11• let
..-.,• ...,..,s••-00• 1.

11•••••

$550, yr

NICE 3 BDRM on Peco., St.
CaD 549-2835.

·lmJBraoot

pmJ

aOSE TO snJ, large house, yord,

fum, c:orpeted. c/o, great p,ice
~;H;.20't'\~· 8~700.
• bright tenants. Coll 457-7782.
=:TO::-:WN:-=--::-HO:-:-:-:US::::Ec-·n-ew-.--:,2-;--b-,-d,-m.-,2=-c-a-, I ~ : HOME. dose 10 a,mpu,, air,
goroge, w!.;,lpool lub, 1 & ll bolh,
c.,n 687-2290

:it~:t·~r~.r.~: Comer

(10-8

UNTALUSTOUT. Comeby
508 W. Oak b pid, up t.11, next b

President· Taneisha ~
Vice Presxlent •Ciyslal Tail
Vice President of Coqmte ~
-Jeff~
Vice President of Fuixlraisi~
· Brooke Hosm
VICe President of m Relations

I 06 S. Forest...321 W. Walnut

549-4808
CDAI.E AREA. SPACIOUS 2.l, and
-' bdrm houses, •• •••l•9
p ..••••• l"baths,w/d,

The Financial \lanagement
-\11ornt1on uc,.,d like to
congratulare the
1996 -l 99i Off,cm

.6 . . . . . .
31011~·~,.!°.;s. AsJ,

PERfECT FOR SINGll: OR COUPlf,

smoD 1 bedrnom w/ study, NW ugly
outside, nice inside, Iorgo [itchen, avail
Juno I, $285, no section 8, no pets,
457-8194, 529·2013 Chris B.

2 BDRM. Wa&up St, furn. w/d. ale.
$600/mo,r.lroq,

President •Billie Pritchett
V'tce Presxlent · John Murpl7y
VICe President of Col]X)rale Trips
·Tommy Mulherin
Vice President of Fuooraisi~
•Tracy Pheonix
Vice President of ~ Relations
· Tracy Rone
Secretary· Jamtt Green
Treasurer • Mebnie Boehne
COBAR~
•Crad Stafko

col -'S7-A078.

407 S. Bewerlclg• 2 bdrm dowr,·
all him. oYoil May, 529·
46573-9pm
NEW 2 BDRM, c/a, fum,shed,
stoin, $320.

woter/

~a

~.•:;.,':i: ~fst.:·

'96 Fali &
Summer

NICE NEW 2 BDRM, many ... 1ro,,
dose ., CDale, no pets,

BEST VALUE IN HOUSING

c·dole1bJm-:-1 ;;;..,.,.-.-

457.5700_

lr<nh pd, a,aJ june,

3 . . cl,oom
304 s Poplar ..Old Rt 13·Hou1e
2a.c1. . . .
1001 W Walnut .805 Pon. lnewl
304 S Poplar 618 E. Campus

$250, 1 yr lease.

Cl,ou1avqvo

showing now, 618-985-2629.
APT FOR RENT, lum, 4 bdrm.
lg l;.,;ng r00'T1 & kitchen. dowr,town,
457-2818.
OAllDIN PAliX APn Spcx:,o,,. 2

18ecl...,.

~rm~Joo"r.esw~=~:i

806W ~ ~ : 1 Eason

~..c:"fs'l9-~ ~

1001 W Walnut. .401 Eason

529-2954

l.!:~~-~~;iri;.:::t:.
I ""·;?moJ~: r529.3501
~-t! ~~
AugUI•, wolkl11g cllata19ce
••• , ..., 529-2954 •• 529•
529.3501 "'529-1820.
0895,
001{C1 "' . bdrm.
!,3581~s~~~!~~~·:t'~
1eo..,, 301 N. Spri"S'"' II, SJ.10/mo,
529-1820
540-0805

-

I

& up.

NIW 2 BDllM, start May or
to

8

Aug '1'

deposit, Coll 536-6824 Toi •

SPACIOUS JURN STUDIO
APTS with large living area,
sepora"' k,td-, and h,U bath, ale.
laundry foc1l1t,e1. ~,ee parking.

:;;~:=-~~"~

I

o,

2 Blocks from Campus
Stop by 507 5. Ash

Garden Park Apartments
607 East Park St.

Mon- Fri 10a.m.-3p.m.

S29-1082

1'lu

NEW 3 BORMS for Foll. 512 S Wall.
furn. carpet, o/c. $630/mo, 5293581 o,5291820

Schilling Property Mgmt

2

2 BDRM NEAR CAMPI.IS. Ju,, w/d,

~...,._Jyard. SbrbMay.

HOUSES & APIS

$400, (uhl indl

Su".'~'"- 549-5420.

NlCE,

country,

c,,,,,,ed, 684-5399.

IJNfUIIN!St'ED, 1205

w Schwartz. Cb.e b
trash/oppl ind,

QUIET,

605 W. JRIIMAN up,toir, 2
bdrm, $320, ellic apt. $165, 1 bdrm.

410W. FREEMAN, 1, 2or3bdnnlum
opts, -&trash ;,,,:I, call 351-0601
be,._., 11·30-J·OOpm

2· BEDROOM

BOi!M. CAAl'ORT,

'is!?';;_ ~~.jj:f'operly,

uhls ind, lea,., no pets, a-,o~ June,
c:cll abr 4 pm, 684•-'713.
2 80RM, 1 "BATH Townhouse, go,oge, w/d hoo~. $550/ma, 3007
Sunsot Dr, OWJil now, 529-2A20.

M'BORO 2 BDRM batement, c/o,
$425/ma, referen<1!s, no pets,

529·58B1

I . 2 & 3 BDRM ovail May & Augw,

t

3 BORMS FURNISHED, SPACIOUS,

IC~-::JI

9or 12mo. leosea-,o;I

s~#5"°""1ma·.'!:otJ:;~/i.86~mt

2 BDRM FURN opt, 2 mi So SIU, no
pets, $275/mo, viii ind, -457·7685.

• Sophomore approved

Luxury 2 bedroom/2 bath
apartments, swimming pool, &
laundry facilities on premises
• No pets allowed
•

During the month of April, University Hall Will Give You ...

-t-t L..N_o_w_R_e_n_u_·_n_g;..i_o_r_F_all-ii"'._9_6________._

~ 1 ~bd,_NG_m_?"_pls__s-~,-~-ivate-R-.

=:, ~~«!~i.rOJ~~-

prale,-

,---------::;;:;;::::::;;;;====:;,

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY APT on Forest
St, $285 include. all ublifies, No pets,

549-.4686

Apt,, S 51 S ol Pleo,o,,t H,11 Rd

549-6990

Vail
Apartments
s~~

a,~/
We'll pay your water!
Completely furnished 2 Bedrooms
Interiors like new.
Close to school with lighted parking
Just $225.00 ppm staning Fall

P1Jl ' N I l/0 I I '

The Shirt Off Our ~ack
·0

~

.:;·:"

'~i,J...,

.-l

'.":~.

University Hall
It's Not Just A-Place to,Live,
: 'Jt~#Jhe

~;,fi~.Live. ; ·

"All-lncl.;,ivc., blldgct~ pric~g -~ ·. fkt
Super Singb avaibble

; . ~:irking for~ rcsidaits r

::,•

.

C,,mmunicatiom package discounl u

·1'"wAli'~

PAAl(~ ~9-2050'' J

.,

c:i.:;.-a::o \~<

-=

Vally t.gypt1a11
PROfESSIONAl OR FAMllY 3 BDRM
t Southwest location on Freemon:
,d;,,g
, doc.- leocling 1o private
pot;o from lamily """"· ~
ploce, 2 cc, goroge w/ opener, mosJw

~

B~AUTIFUL COUNTRY selling neor

rt,,~~
•
..,,,,.., Sti::J.·
/mo,3
start 5/15,

All !AND/WATER Sl'ORTS
PRfST1GE CHILDREN'S C>m'S
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS. Noor
lob Placid: 1•800-786-8373.

1 yr lease, 529·.C808.

NICI 2 • DltM. Air, w/d, ,._Jet
bedroom ha, private bath, dining cree, cupeit,.1-ir• ..._.,.
u. $450/
room, nice fenced boclcyard with gar pn& • ......
clenspot
-•,457-4210.
ONE BDRM HOUSE quiet location,
B
cbe to SIU and MaD, a,a;f Aug,
AVAIL AUG 15, J bdrm, b;g yard, 1 Bdrm Mcbile Home, dean, goad lo·
cation, -~ June. 529·3561
ffi~""'~.'-;i,-~~35.
FOR RENT AUGUST 15, 2 bdrm,
w/d, 305 W. Willow, S-'20/mo,
ltdra Old Rt. 13 by K ~
u!il, not ind. Coll 5.49-1308.

,.1y

m\~.'s~~!:i'.frnRls

13West. Cflfltrol air, carport.

w

d.

$675/mo. 529-295-' or 5-'9·
0895

.SUMMER FUNI
DANCE JAPAN COllEGE GIRLS,
$1600+ ....-ly, - Fl aca,mmodo- Female Baby,i1tet 2·3 da,s/wk. must
tion1/1ranspa,talion/oirl'are, 4· 12
•
::'~begimingMay 16,

FOR RENT AUGUST, 702 N. Canco,

S.CSO/mo, 3 bdrm, w/d, util, nol
ind.

een 5.49-1300_

f!'o.~~~~J:Ci::r'·

A BDRMS, CARPETED, ale. -4 bib 1o
SIU, Avail Foll/Spring S600/ma,
SA00/"10 Summer A57·-4D30 a~ clean, no pets, role,..,,.., depo.i,.
$650/mo, CMJa h:no 1, 5.49·2291.
5PM
PALL 4 • LOCKS lo comp,> 2 a, 3
bdrm, air, w/d. lease. no pe!I 529·
3806. e< 68"·5917 evenings
3-bd,.,.,, w/d, screen po,ch, by Roe
Center $510/mo 2 bdrm, w/d,
SAOO/mo.
2 bdrm, 2 lilchen,. $300/mo.
1 bdrm in older Vodorian, $225/mo
All """aobleMay 16, 5"9-1315

NICE : :';/ i:.~~5w7d

5f:Z::

~carport, 529-1820, 529-3581

IL~ ~?bil~~i•o~:JI

I

5 & 6 &>RMS. dose lo SIU &
downtown 2 baths + litdiens. Avail
Aug So.Ty. no dogs 5"9·317A.
2 BDRM NEAR CAMPUS A;,, new gas
hmt&ca,pet 687-2790_____
COUNTIIY 2 SDRM. o/e, do,ble car·
deck. ciiy woi,,,, SW ol Cclole on
m, ovoil immed, 'f' lease. rel ~
~""""11 and h.hing on p,ope,ty. 68-4·
3413.

i::·

3 BD • M NOMI. Air, w/d,
parlrl • 1, 'l•l•t area. Starts
May, $495, 457•4210.

~~.;=

~~~.!~·- 534
1A28 8am·5pm

LG A BDRM Hcuse. neo, SIU, par1fy
lum. 406 aev..iclge, avoil May, no
~•ts, !Cathryn A57·5240/529·2040

Private, country ,..,,ng

2 bdrm, edra nice. quiet. furn/

unlum. al<, no
549-4808

pets

Augu" i..o,o

·---

SUPER ENERGY EFFIOENT 2 BDRM.
1~bath.furn, cathedrol ceiling, e/a,
no pell, 5"9-0.491 a, A57-0609.
IARGE EXTAA NICE 1 BDRM.

A DAllY POSITION eoming up to

$ CIIUIII IH&n Nr• INOI

!i,~~;!i~...=,t.,u, .....n
mointained. $215·$325/mo. 687·
1873. brcl:er owned:

~~-,~j· ~- ~'.5~gr
COMI UYI WITH US, 2 bdrm,
air, quiel location, S175•475,
529·2432 a, 68,4-?M~

~=:.-

:tt~

MHII• H _.. Hlpwtry SI
Nertll. 549°3000.
NICI 2

• ID• OOM,

,,_ SIU, many extras, no pets.
A57-5266

~~

2 BDRM, 611 W Walnut in reor,
$260/mo, carpet. air, fun,, lo, Foll 96.
529-3581 a, 529-1820

M'BORO NEWLY REMODELED FURN
2 BDRM 12 • 65, $200/mo
aner 3 pm. Call 684·5"68

111:l-AIRE M06lll: Homes on E. Pork St
is now lea~ng 1,2. ond 3 bdrm,. Fum,
a/ c, shady lois, quiet pat\. and summer
rates. Relroq. Open1oshowlrom 12·5

LARGE SElECTION OF 2 bdrm. lum,

529-1422.

~ • ale, good location. no

pell.

5" -0.491 or A57-0609
SINGlf STUDENT HOUSING,
$195/mo + $125 dep, waler & ll'ash
incl No pets A..,;I May & Aug, Lorge,
one bdrm mob;le homes also O¥Oil,
5A9•240I
SUMMER &. FAU 12 & 14 ~ . c/a,

~~-~~.s::r;;J,~ decks,

~--~~~~-=-Coll

RENT NOW BEFORE INCREASE!
$165. N",ce 2 Bdnns. Air. 2 mi north.
Clean po.\. HURRYI CaD 5"9·3850
SUPER·NIU SINGlfS & Double,,
located 1 mi from SIU. carpeting.
a/ e. gas lurnoee, well-maintained,

I

A220S

1919} 929·4398 e><I ZI065.

Alpha Gamma
Delta
cong~a~lates
theP"-_.ring

-~=

SUMMD WORK IN
IWNOIS

Mllso..., a

S9.A5s1art
'flexible pl/~ schedules

AVON NEEDS REPS in all an!OI, no
quotas. no shipping~.. coll

~ t i..
S1. Louis mD 314.993.5535
St_ Cloir Coonty, ll 618·624·1200
Cope Girardeau 573-334·7675

1-aoo-666-202s.

- - ------Adm-tonal Fr«lancr
Plt0tograpl~
Musi ho.e l,,owledge of blod one!
white Mm dev.lap,ng. must be wiD,ng lo
35mm camen,, ond mull be

""'own

I

""~c:.=i::.,~~~"'."·
loll.......-,.

~~~=~~

fnny~d
Karen Boland
Ka'5jl"Crulin
tJ
Jamielijrauenhoffer
"'~
Sa'fah""HelfriGh
Tracy Hypke
Jenn~er,Kitchen

•fie.~~,..

•G,eot worl: locat;ons at

3311 e,d_ 212 lc, mare•~Mu" be SIU student enrolled lul1111ne.

Graphic Artist
Needed for >ummer and

ilitites.

·HOT JOBS IN THE OTY" & BURRS
Join our team DI Staffing Comultonts
and have the BEST """""" y,,t.
Positions include 1emf>otarY temp 1o
perm and permorenl for Ill.dents and
• recent grads We offi,,:

cbletoworl:underdoodlino p,ouure. II
i-..ied, please s..brnit 8 ~ 15

No Appoinhnent N«essary. 1, 2, & 3

~1~.
St. 457,6405,·- Roxanne Mobile
Home Park, 2301 S. lllionoi, Ave.
549-A7l3

i RETAll CLERK. must be 21, opply
'i"~a~..r;.;721

caoo1-soo-0666 •"'·

ICoriibeon, ~ - Hawo,ill
Seatonal/Permonenl,
No a.p necessary. Guide.

WIDOIWOOD HILLI 2 & 3

• IDI THI • us TO CmhH• fe

Aliordoble Ratei. Exceftent '.xations,

:;

Sludents Needed! $$$ + Free travel

~~;~;,:r=t!i..
& lawn care ind May, Aug. NO PETS!!
~~.;~~!t!er::l

..AIIIUNIS••
$US• $600/WX
All POSltlONS, Will TRAIN
IMMEDIATE OPEN1NGSI
FORNO.

inclu>lrialpositionsavoilable.

Act10, Cha""f'Oign, II 217-355·23A2.

AVAIi. MAY, 2 bdrm, 2 baths, gas
heat, c/0, w/d hoolup. wes1 side,
534-1,428 8orn-Spm.

compare: Oviel Almosphe,e,

CNANOa

COMJ'ANr•smc,ti,,ated
inclmcluals, who are w,11',ng lo mob a
change in their lives. 5.49-U22.

SUMMlll IOU Clerical & ligl,1

~h~~;9~9f':'J'1~·
$225-$475, 5A9·30AJ

an exlra income. New company taling
a lotol slll<len!s fc.r Summer. Coll 5.49·
2519.

:!°°t'7.ow~~
for ~~.P'~
Dan al 1-800-482•1 i'V3.

A logon Cal1ego and SIU, claw lo 11(£
AuloParl<.
5"9-6612. a, 5.19-3002 a~ 5:30

NICER 2 6DRM home, near campus, a/
•· w/d. SADO+v•I. p,el g,od or older
sfudents. A57•2nA

i~. ~~.,>;;:

t;le could be 0 tittle mare enjoyable with

~=:;.:;~~~

FOIi RENT- A Hov>e., oil 2 bdm,,
w/d, a/e. A blh lo campus, no pell,
$450-500, 457-3308. 8· 11 om

~/~_En;_,~;;:
no pets. S500, 549·4686
4 llDRM~IN TOWN. ~nlum, w/d,
c/a, 0¥ail 5/i/96, SAOO/m,
wm,-, S500/mo Foll & Spring. dep
~ Mike A53-6785 day,,
8673046-,
NICE, MODERN A BDRM h.:>u.e,
w/d, all appl, cable, mrpetod, no pets,
ava,1 Aug, $800/ma,
549-6034, t_,., message
HUGE. NICE 4 BDRM hov,e, I blod,
f.-om SIU, 111 ba,I,,, partially lurn, Ir
clc»ets, needs 2·3 responsible,
nonsmol.ing mole roommolM, S200/
mo+Y, util, w/d, ale, cable. No Pen,
549-6034 leave message

BROKE?

TIRED OF ROOl-'.MATESf 1 bdrm
cluple,t. $155/mo, furn & a/e, coble
CMJil, very dean & quiet. Wolff, irmh.
lawn mointe,ance, gas lieot & gos

3 BDRM 2 BATH, 14 • 70, on South
51. md trash&-. w/d, c/a, avail
May 15, S380/mo. AS?-6193
TOWN a COUNTIIY, nice selling,
nice pa.\, nice lounclromot, nice 1.~.3
bdrm, lum, nice potfl, summer & lal.
no pets, 5" 9-4471

3 IIDl!M HOUSE. 212 E College.
5 blh from campui, a,a;I May.
no pell. A57-5923 & leave message

~~t:.~,,.!:~~iJ1:;IAsian

fonune 500 Companies

Tr:,:.~..

-~~-U)ffl-nputer
·ng
We~~
tlvoughoul the
Cl,icagoland oreo. Coll today lo set up
aninl~,°~~location

a,lo· seporotians. designing spec
adve,ii....,en11. drawing some original

• Scnaumbur9 0 .. 7.240-5300 •
Clvcaga/Downtown 312·• I 9·8899

~anddesignil"'~a,ve,

:~~i:~~=

~~t~

• O'Han1 312·774•7177 •
ln1e<ested inclmduols should conlod
• lllaomingdale 630-89h,J22 •
Snerri Killion at 1259 eamn-icotion,
a, caD 536-33 I I, e><t. 212. Must be
1 CH1U)~-CAA--,,.-E-"'2boys,---,a-ge-:7,-,-/9,--,-e><-ppn,-SI\J sludent enrolled fvll 6me.
fetred. Re/.,ences, pl.ose. June 3. Exe
pay & won: cond. Room/board poss.
CLASSIFIED /NS/DE SALES
529-4223 ..,.. ~ trying).
0

;:io~:!:,,,;:.t&,;;~~rnc:~

:.'!..c%t%.~C~
good
and -"al
requires
rnunication

Candl.noi, Mobile Ha,ne rentols
833·5A75

written

(Dffl·

wns. Mot,ntosli word pro-

~:~~:. ~
SB, Mal.anda, I. 62958, onn: Bob

•

HOUSIXUN 1PAllT-ffMI
Mu" be e,,perienced and have
releninces........ ...... 5"9·3973.

UVl• IN UIIDINT
IUPIJlYIICNt needed, must hove
good leodenhip -.lilts, offering free
"'°"' & board in ..change le,

Shelly Spangenberg

Lindsay 5u~a

I Kim Widerski

Panhellenic Council
would like thank our
outgoing chairpeople!

mlnimol amount of worl:. caD
"57·5794 Df opply DI tho Good
Somciriton House, 701 Morion St in

Corbondale.

Chri{na~ch
KinrPaulish

s.

Community Service/Philanthropy~ari Piper
ProgramminwSpecial EventsHeather Morgari/Wendr Mulvaney
Public Relations-Margaret Gubernat ::
/'

Scholars~ip-Carrie K~izer
Junior Panh~He~ic-J~nGoririan
,

'.';

.

''

~

:;;;

.-We
·willrmis~_
y~u::! !~ !!il, ;
:r,:•,
.
-.
-~·-- ;/'_"...•·::·:•··'.\; ,
~

_ .... --1'.~'"'f'·.,,.,·

•.,....,c,

•

™•-------:===============-.-------Da_il.;:.y_E~gyp;:.:....tm_·

n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:,T.:.:h.:u.:.:rs;.;;d:,:a;,,;1;y!.,.:.;M.:,:a~y..;2~,:..,;1:.:;9;.::;9~6

UFIGUARDS
CITY OF CAUONDAU
Port-6me, temporary posi6on, at the

~-;~!u;=~~::J,
will wperv;,e swimm<n and other area
use,,. Mint be Red Crou certified and
in posseuioo of o volid Red Cross Ccrd
for Lifeguard Troinin3. Mu1,1be in good
phy.icclcondi6on Salary. $5.n6/hr.

C~~le~~

~~io:.~Fri<t!:lky

10, 1996. EOE

Drfv=l
~n,';: ::=l•II
IStonsdrivew::ryrodc,limited
delivery area, 'T"P"'~•Lcnd,oope
Mulch• Shaping & Grading OYOil"
.IACOB'l'IIIUCIONO
6 • 7-:157.
I'-----------'
1----MOWI--NG-f- - -

firs!

mow fr... w/,eo51>n o:>n!md,

free est& inwred.Joy687•3912or

Becky local 1,lob;l 967-7496.

NIAD UFIGUAIID
CITY OF CAIUIONDALI.
Port-time, tompo·,nry position at the
G1y', beach on Cedar Lole begiMing
Woay 24 through Leber Day. Hood

1~~,;·~.,~=J.

Musi be Red Crnu certified and in
possession of o volid Red Crou Cord
foe li~uord Training. Mu>! be in good
phy,ical condirion. Salary: $6.166/h,.

ea~~,;~ i~~:°!~Fn'J"~tkr

HANDYMAN, hov,ewa,l,ing,

pointing, mof repair~ lavm service, misc
duties, coll 549-2090.

LEGAL SERVICES

D a - ..... $250.
DUI lrom $250. Car accidents,

penonol~i~i~a,.
Atlenla}' at law.

.457-65.45.

IJJCL,=·.:l
WANTED 23 sruoer-m; ,..,,. 5·29 lbs
1hi, month! New "'etobolism
bn,cktnn,uef,. RN ouisted. h Wonal
$35.00+free gih. 1·BOO-m-7618.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR SUMMER AND.FALL

ATT1:NTIO,;(sn,DENT51 GRANTS
& SCHOIARSHIPS AVAIIABLE.
BIWONS OF SS$ IN GRANTS.
QUAUfY IMMEDIAffiY.

1·800-A00-0209.

Student Network Consultant
• Experience with Macintosh and MS-DOS.
• Network and QuarkXPress experience a plus.
• You must be able to communicate and help others

WANTID BROKIN A/C,
winclcw,, air conditionen.

PU·lSOt,.\t ,

Will pidc up. Coll 529-5290.
CAIN PAID loreledl'Cnics, jewelry &
sluff, buy/sell/pawn, Midwest Cmh
1200 W Main. 549-6599.

DON'T PACK lliEM SfU THEM c:mh
pd for Anheiser-8usdi stynes, ,;gn,,
mirrors, etc. coll 687-3359 leave
message.

___ ;,iM.u

........................

,

deal with problems concerning these systems.

=t~e~yi!:1.
placing o 5 day, 3 line :::fi !Ads

• You will gain experience with an imagesett.er.
• Evening work block Mon.• Thur. required.

or jusl t0meone lo toll,:~ V.l,y not
110
~

must be ror personal. not
commercial use, for lree day to

Advertising Production

opplyl)

• ~ o o n work block required.

_ . ,. . . .~« ·1~

~~,

• Macintosh experience helpful.
• QuarkXpress experience helpful.

Ion,,,.;.

VAN lRANSPORTATION
St.
Louis airport, dopendoblo oe,vice ,;nee
1988, 800-284-2278.

Press Person
• Night shift.

10, 996. EOE.

THE PERFECT LOCATION lor priva1&
- - - - - - - - - 1 birthday, groduolion, Christmcn/holi•
l:;.~~!l~~~a~:::r.: day parries, =nions, rec-,prion,, fund•
your opportvniries ore limited Grads &

Undergrod,wdcx,me.

~::."t'
more :nfo

~it~

,. .

,,,"~:·

AfflNTION STUDINTSI "Still

fi,l,in' lor tui5on• ii I told you a,uld

male $100,000 in 70 d~. would you
be inleres~?• For information coll

~lf:;;,~~~ =~rd:)~

in big

COULD YOU LOSE 30 LBS BY
SUMMER? YES, YOU CANI

New metabolism breakthrough

SPECIAtTY CARFENTRY, general
conlrading, all type> ol oonslrudion,
Coll 983-6318 o.- 967-5707.

Steve tit• Car D - • Mobile
mechanic. He makes house caU..
J57-798A, or Mob~e 525-8393
Don's Masonry & Wote,proofing
Bos.erru::nh
repaired
f..

I wo!erproaled.
Mo,onry "'°'"
800-353·371 I

etc

1-

• Hours: 2 e.m. • 6 a.m.

Col11·B09·474-6B18. 18+.
$.65/mirrute. Enlortoinme-itonly.

•tl
YK. . -"'·""·~··~·-1

i~---~-;;,Hl#fii

• Good driving record a must.

Daily f.gyptian

Classified Inside Sales
• Inside sales, general clerical

DON'T DROP OUT OF COLLEGE.
It ~n how to get he money.

& reception

News Clerk/Librarian

1-a88-Free-money. Toll free.

Coll toll he 1·888·84b-4350

•

• Compiles daily calender of events, archives DE

:1:.:e:'.•;=:.;::.,'"t,,,
TloeGtdNrl ...
ht tp://www.takemt.rom

From proposol to final droh. CoU
457 · 2058 lor free appt. Ask for Ron.

Circulation Drivers

IPIUH II IN TIii Alll.
Need o d.oice dote?

GRAD STUDfNT PAINTER, 10 yn

plecne call John 6&7--4837.

UIUMII UIU. .I that be,t
,epresent you. SAME DAY SERVICE.
Ask for Ron . .457-2058
THESIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES

on small sheet-fed form presses.
• Strong mechanical aptitude a plus.

TAKING APPUCATIONS !or Toe Kwon ~i~!.S~~~:,r,nd
Do instrvcto,, o:,U 997-3505
684·.451 I or 6811-5614.
MAJURE IND!VlllU.t.J. WANTED for
LADY'S LAWN CARI
retail derl:. Musi be 21. Apply in
free Esrimotes. Serving local o,oo
person, 9 am· 5 pm, al Warehouse
B year,, 457-0109.
liquor Ma.-t. B29 E. Main, CDole.
LOVING NOM Ht.S opening, lor ages
2 mo-8 years. CPR certified, br=k,
- .·
.
~
lunch&snodcs offered, outside ploy profi BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES :,,
vided, Re.. hr>, 687-2275.
~
.
.
·;,,'.

• Previous press experience helpful includir..6 that

;i!eat::i~~

coll 687•;i304

Coll 351-0612.

,"

• Needed immediately & for summer.

=:;:'.;!';:t,;,~~scholanhip,, oaxlernic &

and 1,000', ollinks!

lWO GUYS LAVv;i & lREE Service
:ree removal. trimming. lands.cope,
moving, hauling, raking, 457·3586

15-20 hours a week

content into computer archiving system, does
other tasks as assigned.
• Must be detail oriented, able to type, familiar
with com uters

lnterfratemity Council
would like to introduce
the ~~Ii.y{ecutive
Cis~cil memf5~oJor
tlie 9 ~9 7 sch&: ear

Night Layout Clerk
• Evening work block.
• Duties inclm!2 paste-up and camera work.

Reporter

SHIPPING & LIGHT HAUUNG,
no distance loo ,.l,o,1 or long,
Lcmbert & O'Ha... ,pedo1,.
Recnonoble Rotes 549-1509.

• Daytime 3-4 hour timP block required.
• Knowledge of journalistic writing style

preferred; strong spelling, grammar skills
r uired.

UNIQUI SUIDS1
The only braid, worth go;ng lo,.
Cmomo,, silky d~,. nu·locb,
senegalose comrows., indiv braids..

Copy Editor

~:~~:soef.~,d~
1

• Late afternoon-evening time block.

fen.ice, 529·3375.

• Must be detailed-oriented and able to work

quickly end efficiently under deadliru, pressure.

Free Pregnancy Test
Confidential Help
549,2794

•;;I•~~,\
,
::

-~:~_,,jt\

.,.. ;....'
•

J.

t

~-

if,~

.t c';'i \

.

~
-~
215 W Main St.

• Strong knowledge of grammar, spelling and
word usage required. Knowledge of journalistic

writing preferred.
• Quark XPress desktop publishing experience

referred.

Photographer
• Flexi'ble time block.

~. I

• Must be able to shoot and process 35mm black-

IMMEDIATE
~POSI.TIONS

and-white; film; must also be able tD shoot color.
• Knowledge ofphotojournalfom and digital

processing prefen-ed.
• Photocopies of approximately 5-10 phot.os you

Accounting Clerk

have taken should accompany your application.
Do not submit original photographs; we cannot
guarantee that they will be returned.

• Solid work block preferred
• Duties include posting AIR, A/P,

inventory, purchasing.
• Computer experience helpful
• Accounting major preferred

Newsroom Graphic Designer
• Produce illustrations, churts, graphs and other

Advertising Graphic Artist

graphics for DE stories and special sections.

• 1-5 work bloclt required

• 20 hours a week, afternoon-evening work

• Monday-Friday .
• Duties require _knowl,edge of color
separati~n and Quai'kXpiess.

• Knowledge of Qunrk XPress and illustration
applications such as Adobe illustrations ·
required.
• Photocopies of approximat.ely 5 examples of
' y~ur w~rk should accomp~y
.application.

schedule, other times as lll!ed.ed.

Advertising ~hleiiRepres~ntative

your

~ork1llock . .,:,·:·

Pµ,~lic

~~~~

o

dschfnk
Risft'A.voidance 1 e Madd~
Rush Ch~~~n bin0hti1tf8~;g
Sports Chairmen - Rich Rossi
Chip Hickman .";
-~roia

• Afternoon
• Car helpful; with nliJ.e.~ge reimbursement.
• Sales ,f:!XPerien~;~:e!pful. · "; ·

All applicanta must have an ACf/FFS on file.
; All majors are enaiuiaged to apply for all positiom.
1'be Daily Egyption iis ~ F.qual Opportunity Employe2".

Daily Egyptian
,~c:k up~~ a;~u~ti~~t tji~Thiu; E~ptia~ · . · ·
·Rerepp<1~·Desk; <:lommiuuca~ohs Bldg,,,R.m.· 1259.

0

MonilaythfuughFriday, 8 A.?d.'~ 4:30 P.M:'536-3311,
t:~ . ~;!-~";.::~~(if\i,:•~:~--:t-:->
"'. _=·-
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BY GARP.Y TRUDEAU

by Jeff MacNelly

by Peter Kohlsaat

SINGLE SLICES
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mika Peters
~ $1.50 Corona Btls.

$1.50 Cuervo
$1.50 Frozen \.~argruitas
,
$ 2.50 Pitchers
Don't Worry There's Morel
,

MIXED MEDIA

by Jack Ohman

<;
?

Miller Beer In a Bucket
~7-7oz. Btls -4- $6.00 f

c:; Lambada Dance Contest • Cash Prizes ,
"? Giveaways • Tal!,oo Contest • Mexican Pizza
Corm! On Out &. Dance and Party with the Staff at Stlxl

. !fOUNDA
PLACE·THAT
CLAIMS TO SHIP

CHEAP. WHAT
HAVEl~TTO
LOSE?
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1Ruulanrtwr
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CD'S, BOOKS, Q.OrnES,
ClA55 NOTES, 50lNENI~. A

MICROWAVE. A61CYCLE,
RIGHT?. YOU GOT 6LOTTO
~ YOUGETWHATYOU
PAYFOR.

12
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29RolJusl
32 Heallliet
:JIIRamalndtr
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24 Panom.,
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18furM
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YOU GOT ASTEREO, RIGHT?

AND ACOMPUTER, ACAMERA,

-~

;

!Ml!'

UPS and Mail Boxes Etc. are the two you can trwt, with
your end-of-term shipping. All .shipments guaranteed. Mail
Boxes Etc. is the world's largest and most c:xperienced
"commercial shipper, with. o.ver 3000 locations.w_orldwide~
UPS with the best: Mail Boxes Etc.
'' "

M-F. 8-5:30 .Sat. 8:30-12
MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER
529-MAiL
.,,,,,,.,
.
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players at the No. l and 2 spotS.
"If we get good recruits to play a1

II We have an inexperienced team. We have people on the

conlinucd from page 20
move up in the confcren :e standings," he said. "Maybe we'll be able
to compete two years down !he
road"
Pa<dlal :,;aid unl;kc a lot of Olhcr
teams ir the M1.;~ouri Valley
Conferrn-.:c. his team lacks depth in
the boll!Jm of its line up.
"A IOI of learns in thc confcrenre
have strong players at thc No. 4, five,
and six spots,.. he said. "You need
dcminaling play= in the lower part
of the lmc up."
Sophomore Jack Oxlcr said the
learn· s bottom pan of the line p:::r-

LOS ANGELES-Los Angeles
Dodger centa- fielder Breu Bulla-.
deciding that he not only wa,; pulling
his health at riSK but pcrlJaps jcopardi7jng the t=. decided Tuesday
!ha! he will undago a tonsillectomy
<hat will sideline Jilin for at least 17
days, and pc.ilaps most of May.
Butler. hothcred by an inflamed
right tonsil the last two monlhs.

rently playing No. 3, that would
make the bottom stronger became I
could move to No. 4:·
Paschal said he will continue tr,

David Paschal

look toward sophomore eo<aptaiJ1
Brian Etzkin to lead the rerun and his
recruits through the rebuilding pro--

Saluki men's tennis coaclz

O!S.5 next

formed poorly this sca<;Qn.
"You have to be good from top to
boUom," llila- said.
"We have an incxpcricna:d ceam.
Webave people on thc oourtplaying
at~ No. 4, 5 and 6 spots tha1 didn't
play last year."
Paschal said his tcarn suffered
because of incxpcricna:d players.

Dodgers' Butler to undergo
tonsillectomy to save team
Lo~ Angeles Times

the No. I and 2 spots. and rm cur-

court playing at the No. 4, 5 and 6 spots that
didn't play last year."

played Tuesday night and will play
again Wednesday against the
Colorado Rockies. He will travel to
Atlanta Thursday to ha\·e surgery
pcrfonned Friday by his pcn;onal
physician, Dr. Bob Gaficdge, an car,
nose and throat specialist

He will officially be placed on the
disabled list Thun;day, and is expected to be replaced on the roster by

"Every guy on the ceam i~ a sophomore except one plzycr, and he's a

graduating senior," he said
"Thcy gained oomc valuable cxpc-

rience this year, and hopefully !hey
can transfer it to next year."
Ox!cr, wbo play.xi at the No. 3 singles position, said the team need~

Rockport Loafer

SALE!
ON ALL LADIES SHOES
Athletic Shoes

season..

"He'll bea very a valuable asset 10
the team next year," El7Jdn said.·
"He's a very hard worker dedicated to improving llis ability. What he
lacks in talent, he makes up in clfort."

by

Nike, Reebok, Asics, Saucony & More!

Outdoor Boots

by

Timberland, Nike, Reebok & Rockport

Guaranteed Savings/Sizes Up to 12
mo~

SHOES 'N' STUFF ~

t:,;;~ 106 S. Illinois Ave., Carbondale;
1-800/525-3097 or 529-3097

-

infielder Mike Busch of triple-A

Albuquerque.

Need an eye opener?

FREE C.OFFEE!
Your Alumni Association wants to
help you stay alert! Stop by the Faner
Main Breezeway or Lawson Hall on
May 6,7,&8 between 7:30 a.m. & 10:15
a.rn. for your FREE CUP!
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Thursday and Friday, May 2nd & 3rd '
8:00 pm, Student Center Ballroom C & D

SIUC Students: $4

General Public: $6 ,/';b· _
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Availabl·e at -record
stores everYwhere

Samuelsson fondly remembers Penguin years
Ne,vsday

RYE. N.Y.-Ulf Samuelsson is
no! in the Piusburgh Penguins·
dretsing room anymore. lt"s
enough to make a New York
Ranger grin without worrying if
he will be missing teeth a second
later.
The most despised defenseman
in the National Hockey League is
wistful about his four years in
Pittsburgh. "As for my career,
tl1ey were my best years so far:·
Samuclsson said. '"I• wa~ a great
team and a great sports city. I

Bulls
n111ti11ucdfmm l'a:;;e 20
\\lln 1wo champhnship~ under
Red Holmian'? Almost anv of tl1e
Celtics who won 11 championships in 13 seasons? How about
the Minneapolis L.u;:=?
Holzman·s title with the
Knickerbockers is ""basketball
consultanL·· So I consul!Cd him.
r vc known him since I was 14
and renting chairs and 1UDbrellas
on Ilic beach. His mind covers all
of NBA history, altl1ough he lies
that he has forgol!en some of iL
And I con.~ulted Al Attles, who
li:L~ a 36-ycar unbroken line witb
the Warriors and a taste for !he
argument. "If you don't like to
argue. don· t get into it," he said.
Holzman. the ultimate diplomat.,
insists on saying "one of the greatest ... ·· He says he'd say !he same
thing if tl1e people paying him
consul!cd him. But the thought
emerges: ""Any team that had
Russell wa~ ... ··
Altles related to growing up in
Newark. There was no question to
him that Duke Suidcr was bctler
than Willie Mays or Mickey
Mantle. That"s all !here was lo iL
-we tend to make things better in
our memory or denigrate tl1c pas1.··
Attics said ... Depends on your
[)(Hill of view:·
Then he said he thought Wilt
Ch,,rnherlain was LIie greatest
p!ayer ever. He was Wilt"s teammate.
Begm !he argument with expansion. There arc 29 teams today.
There were eight and nine teams
in the league the Celtics dominat•
ed. There wa~ no sud, thin?- ,t~ an
expansion team, let alone 20 of
them 10 pad a schedule. The
Celtics played the best teams a
dozen times a sea.son; how could
t!Jey win 72 games?

Homers
rontinued from page 20
To Blurncnstock"s rescue came
senior pitcher David Farrow who
acted as damaged control, pitching
oul of the jam without sUITC11dcring
any more runs. Farrow also pitched
lhc ninth inning flawlessly, and
picked up his second save of the
season.
Of the six runs Eastern scored,
three were une:,med due to two
Saluki cnurs in the field.
Junior Tory Hau.en (4-4) got the
~ian for the Salukis on the mound.
and pitched strong, even though the
scorchoard did not show iL Haucn
tlucw 6.1 innings, surrendering four
runs (one earned), and struck out
lhrcc while walking two.
SIUC jumped out early against
the Panlhcrs in U1e first inning
behind a double by senior designated hittcr Mike Russell and an RBI
single by junior first baseman
Aaron Jones, but EIU's Shane
Hesse put !he Panthers ahead 2-1 in

have nothing but good thinss to
say about Pittsburgh."
That said. there will be no reminiscing with M3rio Lemieux or
trading spearh,g techniques with
Tomas Sandstrom when the
Rangers enter the Igloo Friday
nigh! for Game 1 of the Eastern
Conference
semifinals.
Sarnuelsson lives for the playoffs.
- All the small jokes arc over on
the ice, .. he said, "all the fun stuff.
Now it's strictly business:·
"You're concerned he might be
almost 100 mean," Rangers Coach
Colin Campbell said.

Campbell doesn't want
Samue!sson sitting in the pr.natty
box wa1ching Lemieux. Jaromir
Jagr. Petr Nedved and Sergei
Zubov waltzing on lhe power
play, but he docs look for
Sarnuelsson to agitate, aggravate
and throw his weight around the
way he did against the Montreal
Canadicns as one of U1e Rangers'
most elTcctive players in their sixgame series.
-You come to appreciate !hose
players over the years,·· Campbell
said. "You know there's not going
to be a game played where Ulf

doesn't make an impression on
the game. I think you're better off
asking the Montreal people what
they think of him."
Game 2 comes to mind. While
his
teammates struggled,
Samuelsson did everything he
could to spur lhe Rangers in a

NEED TO ADVERTISE?
THE ANSWER'S IN
BLACK AND WHITE!
'.

U Players are

trying t},Jngs they can do one
in 10 tries. ff

the tl1ird inning with a two-run single.
Jararnillo's three-run homer in
the fourth pul Southern ahead for
good 4-2, but Eastcm's Doug
Zywickicl put EIU within one run,
4-3, with his solo-homer in the bottom half of the frame.
Kratochvil added his two-run
home run in the fifth and Jaramillo
stoic home on a double-slCal in the
sixth to put sruc ahead 8-4 for
what appeared to be all the insurance Southern would need, but
Bhnncnstock's rough eighth inP~g
put ElU back in the game.
Callahan said the Salukis should
have rolled over the Panthas, who
he coached before coming lo
Southern two season's ago, if SIUC
had played well in the field, but that
Farrow did a tremendous job in saving the game, litcrally.
"If we would have made a couple
plays in crucial times in the field.
the game would not have been as
close as it was," lie said. "But, I was
impressed with the way our hiu.ers
battled, and also how Farrow did a
strongjob in closing the game."

' { -~~~
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Al Attles

Basketball veteran
And there were only 16 b=ball
teams and 12 football teams sharing tl1e well of athlete.~.
What would the home-run
record mean in baseball if a do1.cn
players break it in a season when
there arc so few pitchers who can
get anybody out? This is not an
argument of yesterday against
today, it"s a case of devaluating
rurrcncy.
Of course, today"s players are
belier athletes. All athletes arc
belier. So compare them to their
time.,;, and project a little. Counl
the number of likely Hall of Fame
players on the Bulls. Compare
that to the '62-•63 Celtics who
won 58 games with KC Jones,
Sam Jones, Bob Cousy. Frank
Ramsr.y, Torn Heinsohn, John
Havlicek-all in the Hallhacked up by Clyde Lovcllcuealso in the Hall- Tom Sanders
and Jim Loscutoff.
Did you know that Oscar
Robenson in 1962 averaged a
triple-<loublc for a whole sea<;0n?
What would Dolph Schayes have
done with the tl1rec-point shot?
Today"s players don't know about
Jerry West and Cousy. "If they
played against Lhem, they'd
know:· Hol7man said.
-Modem players don·t reali1.c
how good Russell was," Attles
said. -Maybe he couldn"t do all
he did against Shaq or Hakeem,
but what about the concept of
what he was doing? Th·: modem
player wants to win, no question-but some of them want to
win the way they want to win.

three-goal comeback that tied the
game. He leveled Brian Savage at
center ice, knocking the forward's
helmet off to open the second
period. rn the third he assisted on
Sergio Momesso's second goal
and sc:orcd one himself to tie the
game.

They want to be out fronL Martin
Luther King called it lhc 'drum
major instinct.' •·
Fundamentals arc largely in the
mind of the best players. Cousy
showed how lo pass off the dribble
and a generation followed. Elgin
Baylor introduced lhings other
players tried to copy. -Players arc
trying thin!;S they can do once in
IO tries;· Attles said. "Thcic athleticism allows them to short stop
fundamentals.··
The game ha~ evolved; at least il
has changed. -size is beucr and
shooting is better; the other guys
had a better grasp of !he game at
Iha! timc,tt Holzman said. "Russell
changed the game with defense
and shot-blocking. Nobody could
do it like him-ever. He didn"t
just block a shot; he sent it to
somebody on his team."
Attles. nSSiStanl general manager of the Warriors, said there was a
higher premium on defense then.
.. I know you didn't get all !hose
easy laYJ9lS you do now," he said.

Call 536-3311
For More Information
Keep Them Safe ...
The office of Animal & Rabies Control is again
spansoring Rabies Vaccination Clinics in communities througnout Jackson County. Please have your
pet vaccinated against rabies at this time for their
protection and your personal safety!
DeSotc (Firehouse)
Dowell (firehouse)
Elkville (Firehouse)
Campbell Hill (City Park)
Ava (Fireho·..ise)
Oroville (Po.11 Office)
Vergennes {Po.it Office)
Giant City School
Pomona (Town Hall}
Carbondole (City Hall}

Carl:xrdok! {fun-a rn,-es Cen:er-)

Grand Tower (City Hall)
Gorhom (Town Hall)
Twin lakes Bait Shop IRT 149 & Rt 3)
Jacob (Main Street}
Elda Saul's (Saul's-RT 3)
Ed Bower's (Bower's Station)

May 3, 6-7:00pm
May 4, 3-3:30pm
May 4, 3:45-4:30pm
May 4, 2·3:00pm
May I., 3: 15-4:30pm
May 4, 4:45-5: 15pm
May 4, 5:30-6: 15pm
May 3, 6-7:00pm
May 5, 1:30-2:30pm
May 4, 5-5:45pm
May 4, 6-6:30prn
May 4, 1-2:00pm
May 4, 2:30-3: 15 pm
May 4, 3:30·3:45pm
May 5, 1-1 :30pm
May 5, 2·2:20pm
May 5, 2:30-2:45pm

Of"fice of Animal
& Rabies Control
Jackson County Courthouse
Murphyshoro/687-7235

E.U Ro·p E
LONDON
PRHIS
HHSTERDHM
FRHNHFUHT

Eur op il s.s rron$ 2. 10
~Travel ~ aEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

lllella:1'!J:J/llllii.tl!Ulllds/dsme.VI

1-800-2-COUNCIL
[1-800- 226-8624]
Ill ATLAIITR· 377-9997 •
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Netters looking
to recruiting to
.improve record
By William C. Phillips Ill
Daily Egyptian Reporter

PAUL

MAu.OaY -

The Daily fg)'ptian

Come fly with me:

SaluJ..i high jumper Neophytos Kalogerou,from Cyprus, leaps over the crossbar at
SJUC track/field practice at McA11drew Stadium Wednesday aftemoo11. Tlze track team was prep_aring for the May 5
National Invitational in Bloomi11gto11, Ind.

· Reconstructing the SIUC men's tennis team to become a
dominant force in the Missouri Valley Conference is the goal
of coach David Paschal.
Paschal, who has only oeen the coach of the team for a
year. plans to lead Southern out of a disappointing 4-14 record
and 9th place finish this season. and onto a conference championship next season.
'Tm building for the future. and I plan to add a lot more talent." he said. "Hopefully, we have the ability to compete for
a conference championship next year."
Paschal has four retwning sophomores, and hopes to add
six new players to next year's roster. So far, he has three verbal commitments from recruits, but has not received their
signed letters of intenL
If the Salukis do not qualify for the conference championship next year, Paschal said the team will at least increase
its win record, and look to compete for the championship the
following season.
"If we don't compete in the championship. hopefully we'll
move up in the conference standing.~." he said "Maybe we'll

see NETTERS, page 18.

Hackeysack more than just recreation
SIUC footbag club looks to advance some of its members to the.professional level
By fared Driskill
Daily Egyptian Reporter
Taking a casual stroll to class.
perhaps one of the more popular
activities to view would be footbag
- the art of kicking a racquet ballsized leather-covered bag filled with
heads in the air. This activity may
be recreational for some SIUC students. but for other SIUC students.
it is competitive.
Last fall when the SIUC footbag
club was staned by SIUC phy~ical
education senior P. T. Lovern. only
six members made up the club.
Now. according to Lovern. there arc
over 60 members.
"We've had a steady increa,;c in
our membership since then (fall of

1995)," Lovern said. ''I think a iot
of people on campus play footbag
or kick hackeysack. It just took .a
while for many of them to reali1..c
that we even had a club."
Footbag is a world-wide sport
according to Lovern, with learns in
FinlanJ, Denmark. Canada. and
throughout the United States.
.. It's growing linlc by little and
hopefully someday it will be even
bigger (than it is now)." he said.
l.oYern said one main goal of the
growing club is to become more
socially active. Th~ club he!d a footbag festival Dec. 2-3 of last year,
which according to fellow club
member and junior art education
major Ollie Oampet, drew over 50
competitors. and more of the same

It's (footbag)
growing little by
little and hopefully
someday it will be
even bigger (than
it is now)."
II

P. T. I..nuem

Founder, footbag club
is planned for next year.
"We're looking towards the fall
festival again. which will be outdoors and then another indoor one,

Dawgs take control 8-6, as Panth~rs'
claws not enough to scratch out win
By Chad Anderson
DE Sports Editor
Following a ninth inning defeat
at the University of rllinois
Tuesday, the Saluki baseball team,
which has won its last four of five,
traveled to Eastern Illinois
Wednesday looking to get back on

track before hosting Ceighton
University this weekend in a crucial
four-game series, and defeated the
Panthers (22-20) 8-6 to split the
road trip.
Southern• s hitters provided
enough punch to defeat the
Panthers with home runs by senior
catcher Tim Kratochvil and junior

shortstop Frankie Jaramillo, but
SIUC (25-21) could have easily lost
the contest in the eighth inning
when junior hurler Brad
Blumenstock surrendered two ruris
to put EIU within two runs, 8-6, and
loaded the bases.

'see HOMERS, page 19

probably in the spring semester,tt
Lovern said.
Lovern added that the fall festival will probably be in September
and the spring festival will likely be
in January or February.
"That (spring festival) will be
indoors because not a lot of (university) clubs in the area can get
indoor facilities like we can, so
that's why that one goes real well,''
he said.
In the mean time, Lovern, who is
a professional among the footbag
ranks, said the summer will be filled
with competition. May 20th, 12
members of the footbag club will
travel lo Stanford University in
Stanford, Calif. to compete in a
meet with over 150 other conies-

tants. According to Lovern, most of
the participants will be professionals.
"Our intermediate competitors
will definitely make an impact
when we go 10 California
(Stanford), especially when we go
to world championships because
we're going to be bringing a good
group of people out there," Lovern
said. "For only playing for one year,
and me teaching some of the
aspects, they (the other SIUC footbag club members) are going to be
doing well because they've done
well at local toumamenl~ ...
According to Clampet, who
hopes to claim the professional status after this summer, no prerequisites exist for one to become a

Bulls' reputation as the best ever
only true if history starts in 1990
By Steve Jacobson
Newsday

The Chicago Bulls are not the
greatest team in basketball history,
With the Bulls looming on the
horizon for the Knickerbockers,
we've been hearing and reading that
they are, haven't we? I'm notgivin'
it.
.
If history began around 1990
there'd be no argumenL But then
history goes back so
ihat ai train-

ing camp last summer. Atlanta
Hl\Wks General Manager Pete
Babcock had his players watch
films of yesteryear. I went back to
the original cast for research.
~
The Bulls are greatest? ls"that
because they set the record by winning 72 games this season? The Los
Angeles Lakers who set the record
of 69? The Philadelphia 76ers who
won 68 in '67? The Knicks who

f:u'

see BULLS; page 19

two hits apiece going into the seventh befon:'' agajnst,Jissouri·Yalley Conference rival~ ·N·
- e.w En.gland Pairiots owner. Robert
Calcaterra's blast to left sealed the victory for· Tulsa"':_:t:Jniversity and Southwest Missouri · ·_ . Kraft yesterday confinned that head
.coach Bill 'Parcels renegotiated his _contract
SIUC. Schuttek went the distance in the State University.
game. giving up only three hits while fanning
_·-_ · · ·. · ·
and is signed on to coach the team for just
The softball Salukis split a pairof non-con- five.
.
.
·G•
.. eorgetown point guard Allen lnrson has one more season. Pru-eels' original contract
·
·
.I. ferern;e games Wednesday against
In the second game, the Otahkians out-hit• •. · ._.i~rinouriced ht will bypass his final two ran through 1997.
Southeast Missouri State University in Cape the Salukis 10,-5, en route to an 8°Lvictory.
~}lfc:lil?~ili~;and enter the NBA Drafu
Girardeau.
SEMO sco~ seven run.~ on eight: hits in "the . .
·•- , ~ the first Georgetown play- Aseries of concussions has ended the
Southern won the first gruge 3-0 thanks to ·bottom of the second_inning off_$aluki f'75h::,: .... _~~~;~John Thompson's 24,
as··
... career ofNew):'.<>rk Manders right wing
junior first base~l!."Maggie.Cal~JelTll'S .· rrian'st~!O:BetlJ, fie)~. who
(1>,ri;.:~CO?f,h.f~L~~~iliool early. NBA~o!5 indi- BretfLindros: The 20°year'-Old'youngej'.
three-run ho111er
top of the sey~th to :,SilTC'",:f./.. ;,J'.?' fi
. . : · . ._. cattqverson'wtll be the first pomt guard brother of Phila!lalphia Flyers star Eric
help pace junior hurler Jamie Scliuttek to her -·- f.:Sootheni is rlow23}16 overall;amlwill end .. selected and:a likely top four selection if he Lindros was litnited to just.SIgames over his
141h win of the season. Each team had only tJJe regular season on the road this weekend:-,· enters the Jiuie·dt':!ft... ·
.
_ two .NHL seasons. .
''.
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